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SCOPE
This is the Annual Report prepared by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
for the second year research activity on NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Grant
NAG8-1046 with Charles Rupp as Technical Monitor. This report covers the period
from 22 February 1995 through 21 February 1996.
SUMMARY
This report deals with the following topics which are all related to the orbital
injection of the SEDSAT satellite:
1) Dynamics and Stability of Tether Oscillations after the First Cut
The dynamics of the tether after the first cut (i.e., without the Shuttle attached to it) is
investigated. The tether oscillations with the free end are analyzed in order to assess the
stability of the rectilinear configuration in between the two tether cuts.
2) Analysis of Unstable Modes
The unstable modes that appear for high libration angles are further investigated in
order to determine their occurrences and the possible transition from bound librations to
rotations.
3) Orbital Release Strategies for SEDSAT
A parametric analysis of the orbital decay rate of the SEDSAT satellite after the two
tether cuts has been carried out as a function of the following free parameters: libration
amplitude at the end of deployment, deviation angle from LV at the first cut, and orbital
anomaly at the second cut. The values of these parameters that provide a minimum
orbital decay rate of the satellite (after the two cuts) have been computed.
4) Dynamics and Control of SEDSAT
The deployment control law has been modified to cope with the new ejection
velocity of the satellite from the Shuttle cargo bay. New reference profiles have been
derived as well as new control parameters. Timing errors at the satellite release as a
function of the variations of the initial conditions and the tension model parameters have
been estimated for the modified control law.
INTRODUCTION
Some aspects of the dynamics of SEDSAT orbit injection are studied. After being deployed from the space
Shuttle flying in a circular orbit, the SEDSAT satellite and tether will librate zenithwards as a gravity gradient
pendulum [ I]. At a suitable moment, the tether will be cut at the orbiter end, leaving the tethered system (TS)
to enter a higher energy elliptical orbit, safely away from the shuttle. If the TS is straight at cut time, it will
continue librating about its center of mass (COM) keeping its rectilinear shape, just as a rigid body. A second
cut is done, leaving the satellite and tether to continue separate orbits. The libration can be used to transfer
angular momentum from the tether to the satellite, which will reach a higher orbit at the expense of the tether.
The mass of the tether is not negligible. The four stages---deployment, libration, TS orbit and satellite orbit--
are to be optimized to obtain the longest possible satellite life.
The COM orbit sensitivity to deployment parameters and cut time, studied by Jesus Pelaez in Ref. [2],
will be used along this research.
The main topics to be studied are the stability of the rectilinear configuration and the optimization of
operational life.
It is known that a straight shape is a solution of the equations of motion of the TS [3, p. 39]. This is
precisely the movement desired in order to obtain the maximum transfer of angular momentum from the tether
to the satellite. However, we must study whether this movement is stable, since it will not be possible to get
the perfect initial conditions at cut time. On the contrary, the tension released at cutting will result in tether
shrinking, producing speed and position deviations from the rectilinear shape. We need to know how the
perturbations of the rectilinear shape will propagate during the few orbits the injection will take. The main
danger comes from the free end. The stability of two-mass tethered satellites has been thoroughly studied: the
tension produced by rotation and the two end masses has a stabilizing effect. But in this case one tether end is
free [4, 5]. The instability is more likely to appear when the TS swings backwards in the libration, at which
time the tension falls to its minimum. Besides, most stability studies have been done for circular orbits, while
here the elliptic orbit will induce a forcing term from the inertia forces. The oscillation modes and frequencies
will be sought by different methods and the evolution of the libration itself will be investigated.
Another point of concern is selecting the right set of parameters to obtain the maximum satellite useful
life. Since the shuttle orbit is fixed, we have only three free parameters: libration amplitude, libration angle at
first cut time, and second cut time. The maximum operational life corresponds to maximum orbit energy and
minimum eccentricity. This corresponds to minimum orbital decay rate. We will compute the orbital decay rate
as a function of the three free parameters.
These two aspects are closely related. It is obvious that the wider the libration amplitude, the greater the
speed increase obtained at cut time, and the higher the orbit attained. However, these large librations bring us
closer to the instability region. We need to know how far we can go without a catastrophic propagation of
perturbations.
Stability of Pendular Motion
Elliptic Orbit of the Center of Mass
Within the degree of approximation considered in this study, the center of mass of the TS will follow an
unperturbed elliptic orbit. The Deployment, first cut, and second cut will take just a few orbits, so that no
perturbations need to be considered: only spherical earth gravitation and inertia forces will be considered. The




Where u=3+2q3sin0M and f.=_J2R0. 0M is the TS libration amplitude; R0 is the shuttle's circular orbit
radius; _ is the distance from the free end to the center of mass of the TS with the tether straight, while Lf is
the final deployed tether length. We will use here the same notation as [2] for u and _, but a different one will
be used later on for the study of decay optimization in section 3.
If the TS is straight at cut time, it will keep its straight shape and orbit as a rigid body [3]. The terms
coupling COM motion with rotation about the COM are smaller than the approximation considered here, so
that the gravidyne effect studied by Beletski is completely negligible for the size of the TS considered [3, pp.









is considered as perfectly flexible and inextensible. A
reference frame Gxyz is chosen as follows: origin in the tethered system
center of mass, Gx aligned with the local vertical towards zenith, Gz
aligned with the orbital speed of the center of mass, and Gy completing a
right-handed frame. The equations of the TS motion are:
_2R _ ( 3R3 .
p l+p,
I°_-_S=1 (1)
_:' pRdS+mAR A =0
Where t is time and s the curvilinear abscissa, with origin at the end
mass; p is the linear density of the tether, Lf its total length, T(s,t) its
tension, f the force per unit mass, R(s,t) the position vector, and A the
end mass. The second equation corresponds to a perfectly inextensible
frame for tether, and the third to taking the COM as origin of the reference frame.
We shift to non-dimensional variables using the average orbital rate and
tether length:
= pn 2L:f F ; where n = _/_T
Va _
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Where a=0 is the end mass and _=1 the free end. The perturbing force is:
2 f-3xl 2 fxc°sv-2zsinvl f el
f=_to-_ Y _+ eto-_ 0 _+2to_ 0
[0 J [zcos + xsin J[-,J
Where v is the true anomaly of the COM orbit; r=(x,y,z); _=l+ecosv; to = _,. The 1/I4 factor in f can be
dropped if x,y,z are non-dimensional lengths. Only terms of order e and ee are kept; _2, e_2, and e2_ have been
dropped.
If, hypothetically, the tether is assumed to keep a rectilinear shape, it will be sufficient to give the position of
one of the masses in spherical coordinates [3, p. 378ff]. The equations of motion of a fully deployed massive
tether, considered as a rigid body, and without any perturbations nor thrust (dumbbell model), are:
3_t
0 + ¢.b, - 2_ tan tp(0 + toy ) + R---ffsin0 cos 0 = 0
/p+ 0+toy) +ws-cos 0 sing)cosq_=0
RG (3)
T= 0+toy) - 1-3cos 20 P(s)
P(s) = mA (SG -- SA )+_2p(s)(SG -slds
Where 0 and (p are the spherical coordinates of A. Note that the reference frame used here is different from
the one in [3]. These expressions are valid only while T>0. The tension is a function of t and s, which, for
constant p and only one mass, is:
S 2 2_P(s) = -O_-+ PSGS+ m,s c =-p + pbL2rG+ mabLr
Where b is the non-dimensional curvilinear abscissa of the COM: b = sG = 1
L, 2(1+ mA /
L pL,)
We shift to the non-dimensional arc length v, which is the same as (_ but for taking now G as origin, v is
positive towards A and is defined as follows: v=b-(_. Consequently,
p(v)=_[(b-1)2 -v 2 ] (4)
If we consider in-plane pendular motion only, tp and its derivatives will be zero, and equations (3) reduce only
to the 0 equations, as follows:
KnZO - 2to2e sin v +3to 2 sinO cos 0 = 0
__._._(l_3cos20)l[(b_l)2 v 2] (5)
Where dots are derivatives with regard to non-dimensional time x, which is equivalent to the mean anomaly
of the COM orbit, co is the instant angular speed of the orbital frame, which corresponds to the orbit of the
COM. Note that, although we are using non-dimensional time, to is still the derivative of v with regard to real
time t. We have:
_3 (l+ec°sv)2 '-KS-') --=-2f_- 3 esinv=-2esinv--dv i.t 0)2= _t q+ecosv_; d00 (l+ecosv) co2
Numerical integration of the equations above requires solving Kepler's equation at every step. It is therefore
easier to use the true anomaly as variable:
0 2esinv(I}+l)+3sin0c°s0=0_:
F = .__n_ [(0 + if _1 (1_ 3 cos: 0)][(b_ 1)2 _ v 2]_ (6)
Where 0 = 00 / 0v. These equations correspond to the gravity gradient pendulum, plus small damping and
forcing terms due to inertia forces in an eccentric orbit. The initial conditions for the integration correspond
to the libration in the circular orbit of the shuttle. An adjustment has to be made to the initial deviation and
angular speed when the system switches from the circular orbit frame to the new elliptic orbit frame after
cutting the tether.
Deviations from the Pendular Motion
In order to study the deviations from a pendular motion, we will erect a reference frame tied to the assumed
rigid shape of the TS: origin in the COM, G_ along the tether towards A, C_aI parallel to Gy, and G_ normal
to the tether within the orbital plane. G_rl_ moves according to the equations above. The coordinates of the
TS points in the new frame will be:
_(t_, x)] Ix = _cos 0- _ sin0"lq(O, '1:)_* Y=_!
;(O,X)J z :_sinO+;cos0







f_a 2 =t.02] -rl _+eto 2 cosv +2eo_ 2 sinv 0_ +2nK:_
t3(-_cos0sin0+;sin2 0)J I. _ J [-_ +;0J
If we consider the initial conditions of a pendular motion----_(CL0)=OA-O, 11=0, _=0, and first derivatives zero
except _'=-1--and substitute them into the above equations, we obtain the initial acceleration:
_(o,0) = -F'+ (o^ f3c°2 2^ eco: 2o_ - +0z 1
- o)[- -cos
ii(o,0) = 0 (9)
4(0,0) = (0^ -o)(-6-_-_-3cos0sinS+ 2et0: . "_W-s n )
The initial accelerations are linear in 0^-0 except for F'. If the tether is initially straight, pendular motion
equations apply to the TS-body frame and, therefore:
2 ec02 2(o • • 2
V'=(°"-°)(3_[g:n2 cos: 0+_-cosv+--_-0+0 )
3t02 2eto:
+-----=-_3 cos 0 sin0_a_ -_ sin v = 0
(10)
F' in (10) is obtained by derivating (6) with regard to v and then switching back to 0. This leads to:
6
_=fi=_=o (11)
Pendular motion is thus a solution of the equations of movement for the TS when the initial conditions are
rectilinear. What has to be studied now is the stability of this solution, and the speed at which perturbations
propagate or die out.
Small Transverse Oscillations
Since the equations of the in-plane and out-of-plane deviations _,rl,_ are coupled through the tether continuity
equation Irl = 1 and tension only, they can be studied separately. If they are assumed to be small, they can be
decoupled since the coupling terms are of a higher order. Taking into account the equations for pendular
motion, we obtain:
o +-_Tcos v+--E- +o _+_=(F_') +_--_-5-cos e°_2 2r.o0 "2
' 0.12
i_ = (F'q') --_-r I (12)
_ = (F_,)' +(3m: sin2 eco 2 2cot_ "2)(rim )0 +--_--T cos v +_ + 0 _-2 +f_
_,IQ12 n
_,2 +q,2 +_,2 --1
Plus the condition that G coincides with the COM:
Iib_,rdv + mA r(b)=O (13)
PLf
Where v=b is the end mass A and v=b-1 (negative, since b<l) is the free end. To simplify the notation, the
coefficients of { and _ will be called G(_) and H(z). G is the same function of • appearing in the non-
dimensional tension F(v,_). If we consider now the deviations from rectilinear shape and pendular motion to
be small, we have:
"q(v,_) = erl, (v,'¢) _<<1 (14)
_(v,_)= e_,(v,_) J
Where we have in fact made a change of variable from c to v=b-_. (') refers now to derivation with regard to
v, but signs in (12) remain unchanged due to the double derivation. From the continuity equation we deduce
that longitudinal perturbations are much smaller than transversal ones:
l+2E_+E2_2+E21_Z+E2_2=l _ --2_=E(_2+1_2+_ 2) (15)
Both {I and {1' are one order of magnitude smaller than the transverse oscillations. Therefore, we should
redefine them to show their relative orders of magnitude:
rl(v,'¢) = erl, (v,'¢) (16)
F=F0 =
Substituting this into the deviation equations:
e2_,= [(F 0 +8F, )(1 + e:_;)]' + G('Q(v + 82_, )+ 2(_ + @e_,
• 032
ei_l =[(F 0 +elZ_)(erl_)] ---_--_'rll (17)
e_, =[(F 0 +eF,)(e_;)] +H(_)e_,-2 +() e2_
And keeping only terms of order e:




While the O(1) term in the first equation is an already known result: Fo = -vG(x)
The boundary conditions are:
,(b) = ___Ae F, (b) rl;'(b) = 0 ;;'(b) = 0
F,(b-l)=0 f:_Tl,dv+_-_f_,(b)=0 _:_,;,dv+_-f;,(b)=0 (19)
No conditioncan be imposed on thefreeend exceptthattensionbe zero.
As we can see,inthe firstapproximationthetransversein-planeand out-of-planeoscillationsare decoupled,
and longitudinaloscillationsare not present.We willcontinuedevelopingthem in parallel,although they
could be treated separately.
The first approach to be tried is separation of variables. We assume solutions of the form:
rll (v,x) = A(v)Z(x); ;, (v,x) = B(v)E(x); F o = G(x)P(v) (20)
_0 2 ,
+ _ Z _ (PA') _ -L.
GZ -_-
F.- H(m)E _ (PB') -L;
GE - -'--if-- =
(21)
We obtain a Sturm-Liouville problem. We will try to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. They will
be the same for in-plane and out-of-plane oscillations, since the spatial problem is the same for both.
Analytical Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions
The equation to be solved for both transverse oscillations is:
FA" + F'A" + XA = 0; if we substitute F= [(b-1) 2- V2]/2, we obtain:
[(b-1) 2 - v 2 ]A"- 2vA' + 2KA = 0 (22)
The boundary conditions are:
23A
• v=b _v 2 (b)=0 (23>
• v=b-1 No condition, since the tip is free. F is already zero there.
• COM ji__A(v)dv+In, A(b)=O (24)
pL,
We can substitute m.....a__= --.1-2b Besides, the two boundary conditions turn out to be the same when the
pL r 2b
differential equation is used to calculate the integral; this is expected since the eigenfunctions will have one
multiplicative constant left free. Besides, since we are studying the movement about the COM, if the initial
deviations and speed meet (24), it will be fulfilled for all t. We could use either form of the boundary
condition, or a third one obtained from the differential equation:
A'(b) =-_A(b) (25)
With the change v=(1-b)x, and taking 2X=n(n+l), we obtain the Legendre Equation:
[1-x2]A"-2xA'+n(n+l)A=0 With B.C.: A"(l_-_bb)=0 (26,
8
Solutions will be Legendre functions Pn(x) and Q.(x). However, Legendre polynomials of the 2nd kind are not
bounded in x=-l, and thus cannot be part of the solution. But P,(x) cannot be part of the solution either, since
they do not meet the boundary conditions: their second derivative becomes zero at the origin, not at x=b/(1-b).
But b<<l, so that the odd-order Legendre polynomials can be a first approximation of the solution. The even-
order polynomials do not meet the approximate boundary conditions.
In an unpublished work, Jesus Pelaez and Manuel Ruiz obtained an approximate solution by asymptotic
expansion of the solution in powers of e = b / (1 - b) = 0.085 :
A = Ao +_A,+"" l Ao(X) = CoP°(x)I
X =X 0 +r_,+--- j with: 2X 0 = n(n +1) J as first approximation, and:
rcn(n + 1)2 (1 + 2n) F(2 + 232 (27)
AI=C,P°(x) +4X°-I F 1+ ( )
_X0 F(l+2) z Q:(x)+2X, Q°(x)J:Q:(y)P°(y)dy+P°(x)_P°(y)Zdy
as the second. F is the Gamma function. The singularity at the free end due to Qn(x) is controlled because its
coefficient tends to 0 as x approaches -1. The approximate eigenfunctions (A0 only) are shown in Figure 2.
Fortunately, there is no need to compute A_ for our purposes. With X_ we can compute the time evolution of
the different eigenmodes. The eigenvalues we will consider are:
[ _ 1 2 3 4 5 6 I1.0000 5.3864 13.3127 24.7645 39.7405 58.2405
Table 1
Approximate Eigenfunctions
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Figure 2: Six first approximate Eigenfunctions (A0 only).
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Numerical Computation of the Eigenmodes" Time Equations
Substituting these values of _, in the time equations (21), we obtain:
(02
Z + (_,G('c) +-_-)Z = 0 (28)
i_.+ (_.G(x) - a(x)) E = 0
Where H and G are functions of x through v and 0. Dots mean derivation with regard to non-dimensional
time x. Since 0 is only known as a function of time by integrating (5), there is no way to solve these equations
analytically. A numerical integration has to be carried out, in parallel with the equations for 0, and this for
each eigenvalue we want to explore.
For this, the system being linear, we will take two independent solutions and integrate them for a number of
orbits to see their evolution. One will have initial deviation and zero initial speed, and the other initial speed
and zero deviation. We will take the first six eigenvalues, corresponding to n=1,3,5,7,9,11.
To avoid the difficulty of solving Kepler's equation at each integration step, we will take v as the independent
variable. This change implies:
dx dxdv o) d2x df / 2esinv°2
..... ___; --= xO =..o2
dx dv dx n dx 2 (Ix _, n J xn---S-- Kn2 _ (29)
which yields the system of equations:
2esinv(._ ) 3 .= 0+1 --Ssm0cos0
2esinv. [. 3(cos2 0-sin2 0!]= T E- [(_, - 1)G + K E (30)
_= 2esin v Z-[kG +I]z
L nj
But now, G and H are functions of v:
(3cos2 0-1)
H(V) = (0 +1) 24 (3 sin_0 _ 1) (31)
K
And the initial conditions will be:
0(0)=0 El(0)=0 E2(0)=1 Z,(0)=0 Z:(0)=I
(32)
0(0)=n o IS,(0)=I E:(0)=0 Z,(0)=I Z2(0)=0
The initial libration angular speed is given by the gravity gradient pendulum speed at the crossing of the local
vertical, obtained from the energy equation: 00 = ¢°0"_/3sinS_, where COois the circular orbit angular speed
and 0M the maximum libration amplitude before cutting. These angle .and angular speed are referred to the
circular orbit frame. After the cut, we use a frame tied to the elliptic orbit of the COM; therefore, speeds have
to be adjusted. If system 1 is a fixed frame centered in the Earth, 2 the TS-bound frame, 0 the COM orbital
frame, and 3 the circular orbit frame, the angular speed we seek is COzo,and we can write:
0(0) = co_0 = o_ +o3_ -c% ; where co23is Oo = o0.¢r3sin0M above, 0_1 is the circular angular speed o-_0,and
o_0_is the angular speed of the elliptical orbit, which we take from [2]:
0_0' = *_(V = 0) w_" (1 d/-e COSV)2(1--e2) 3'2 -( +U--0_° -" "_ (14"e)1'2 ¢o0[1+(u 3)e+...] (33)n = 1+ 3(1---)1_+... ) (1_ e),,----3-=
Adding the terms we obtain:
_0 = dO (0)= Oo qt_ sin 0 M(1- 2e+...)
tit
with respect to time, and:
(34)
10
0/0 --  20__si.0 si.0M•
v0
with respect to true anomaly, which is the one we will use in the numerical integration. This is done by the
routine "TRVSA100.C", which computes the amplitudes of the oscillations for 100 periods of each
independent solution and eigenvalue (not orbital periods) for values of the initial libration amplitude (0M)
ranging from 0 to 60 degrees. The period of each oscillation is computed as well.
Remarkable points of the results are:
• Eigenvalue 0 diverges fast for both in-plane and out-of-plane oscillations. The greater 0M, the faster it
grows. This is not as troublesome as it looks, since the corresponding eigenmode, as shown in Figure 2,
is a straight line. It only reflects the stability of the rigid body libration itself, which is bounded---at least
while we are far from the libration to rotation transition. Linear stability is not the right tool for this
mode: we should use orbital stability instead.
• Eigenvalue 1 diverges for in-plane oscillations for 0M=54-55 deg., while remaining bounded for higher
values of 0M. Resonance rather than de-stabilizing low tension must be at work here. Initial conditions
are important: initial deviation causes a faster divergence.
• Eigenvalues 2 and 3 diverge after a number of periods for in-plane oscillations and for the higher
libration angles; Eigenvalues 4 and 5 remain bounded for the number of oscillations computed (100).
Again, initial deviation is more critical than initial speed. The fact of being in phase or out of phase with
the underlying librations seems to matter.
• All eigenmodes except 0 remain bounded for out-of-plane oscillations for the time computed.
We should look more closely at these points. The behavior of 0 itself, the 0 eigenfunction, will be studied later
on more in detail. For divergent eigenfunctions 1-3 in-plane, our problem is how long they will take to get out
of control. We have computed the periods of the oscillations as well, but it is more convenient to display the
oscillations vs. the true anomaly of the COM orbit, given in number of complete orbits. At the same time, we
can give a wider variety of initial conditions to further explore the effect of having the oscillations in phase
and out of phase. This is done by "TOVIC.C" and "TOVICNEG.C". The results show that the magnitude of
the initial conditions does not matter at all, the equations being linear; the non-linearity and forcing terms,
that could affect the nature of the solution, are limited to the libration equations and do not carry over to the
linearized small deviation equations. For all eigenvalues losing stability, the critical case is initial deviation,
except for eigenvalue 0, which de-stabilizes for initial speed--in phase with the libration. Sign does not affect
significatively the results.
The resonance in Eigenvalue 1 for in-plane oscillations is investigated by sweeping more thoroughly the 51-
61 degree zone. This is done in "TRVS100B.C", computing 100 oscillations for each eigenvalue and
independent solution. Results plot oscillation amplitude versus true anomaly of COM orbit, measured in
number of orbits. The results are shown in Figures 3-7. Figure 3 shows the amplitude of the libration
computed with the full non-linear equations. E1 for Eigenvalue 0 in Figure 4 is the variation of the libration
for initial speed perturbation, while E2 in Figure 5 is the initial deviation variation.
There is a resonance between 54 and 55 degrees. There is no resonance for out-of-plane oscillations.
Curiously, there is no loss of stability for higher angles, and for 60 and 61 degrees oscillations remain
bounded. For Eigenvalues 2 and 3, destabilization follows increasing libration angle, as was noted in
"TRVSA 100.C," "TOVIC.C," and '_OVICNEG.C."
This raises the point of whether there is another resonance at work with these eigenvalues for a higher
libration angle. The case is not worth pursuing, though, since for these angles the tether goes slack and the
equations used would no longer be valid. For null tension or even for very low tensions the model used would
not be valid, and bending stiffness and coiling stresses would have to be considered. Tether points would start
to move freely until they stray enough to make the tether taut again, causing a rebound. This is a scenario to
be avoided at all costs.
Another point to study is the sensitivity of this resonance to variations in the eigenvalue. This will be
considered after the Ritz-Galerkin method is used.
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Figure 5 In-Plane Initial Deviation Oscillations (E2): Amplitude vs number of orbital
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Ritz.Galerkin Method with Trigonometric Functions
We will Choose a set of simple orthogonal functions meeting the boundary conditions for the eigenvalue
spatial problem, and try to minimize the residuals [9,12]:
k
;t (v, x) = _a+ ('c)_ i (v) '_ (36)
i=1
with a suitable number of terms k. As a first trial, we will choose trigonometric functions:
¢L = K, cos(2niv) + sin(2_iv) (37)
Where the constants Ki will be determined so that the boundary conditions (19) are met. Conditions (23) to
(25) do not make sense here since we are not using separation of variables. These turned out to be the same
for functions meeting the differential equation. Curiously, for functions (37), both boundary conditions are the
same as well, but for different reasons: the integral in (19) will be zero for any periodic function integrated
over a multiple of the period, and for trigonometric functions the second derivative has the same zeros as the
function itself. Taking four terms for the trial solution, the constants are:
K -0.5955 -1.8459 24.5599 1.5335
Table 2
Substituting the trial function in the differential equation, we obtain:
p}=0
_ (_ii, , - Ha,(_, -G{[(b- 1): - v2 ] ai,:'- 2vai0:}3 = R -- 0 (39)
i=l
We will use Galerkin weighing to minimize the residual:
'__;_,R(aj,_j = 0, = 1...4 (40))dv i,j




0.6773 0 0 0
0 0.3395 0 0
0 0 -0.5570 0




























Defining the vector: a = La, a 2 a3 a, jr, we can write the matrix equation:
C(_i - Ha)-G (CS- 2CP)a = 0
= [HI + GC-' (CS - 2CP)I 2]a = (HI +GA)a
Where I is the unit matrix and A is:
(41)
(42)
-11.2219 4._83 -19.7986 -0.9507








Elements in the main diagonal are big and negative, which is good. The trial functions are not eigenvalues,
but _1 and _ come close to eigenfunctions 3 and 5, as can be seen from the proximity of the diagonal terms.
Now we have to integrate the time equations for a, but this has to be done numerically: G and H are functions
of x and 0, which can be obtained as a function of x only through numerical integration. Again, in order to
avoid integrating Kepler's equation at every step, we shift to true anomaly as variable. The equations will be:
ii = 2esin_._..__v_i+ [H(v)l +G(v)A]a (43)
K
Where H and G are now those in (31). There is a great similarity with the separation of variables solution. If
A were just diagonal with the eigenvalues as diagonal terms, the equations would be exactly the same. As in
the previous case, the integration is made by taking two independent particular solutions and running them
for a number of orbits. We will take only the two first functions, al and a2, and integrate ala, alb, a2a, a2b
and 0 for a number of orbits. A is the initial speed solution, and B the initial deviation solution. This is done
by "RI'IZTRIG.C". The results are shown in Figure 8. All solutions show the behavior of the most unstable
eigenmodes of the previous section. This is to be expected, since trigonometric functions are not
eigenfunctions of the problem, and each one of them includes a mixture of all modes. The coefficient
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Figure 8 In-plane oscillations for Ritz method with trigonometic functions: A1 (first
mode) and A2 (second mode); oscillation amplitude vs number of orbits.
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Ritz-Galerkin Method with Legendre Polynomials
The results of the previous section do not show much detail, since the trial functions are not eigenfunctions
and therefore each one includes a mixture of all modes. If we want a more detailed output, the trial functions
should be as close as possible to the real eigenfunctions. This is easily done using the approximate analytical




Where we had made the change v=x(1-b). Since this solution is an approximation, it will fulfill the
differential equation and boundary conditions (26) only up to O(e). The value of the constant K cannot be
determined from the O(1) and O(e) problems, we would need to go up to O(_2), which is already
unmanageable. But this is not a problem when we use Ritz method: we are not dealing with the Sturm-
Liouville equations (22), but with the general problem (17) with boundary conditions (19). We can then
choose K so that the boundary conditions are met. Still, seeing how close our trial solutions come to meeting
equation (26) tells us how close we are to the real eigenfunctions. Going back to the variable v, our trial
functions will be:
k
_l (v, x) = Z c i (x)gi (v) (45)
i=l
As in the previous section, only in-plane oscillations will be considered, since out-of-plane oscillations were
all well behaved--except the fist eigenvalue, which is not a real problem and will be treated separately.
We will choose Ki so that the conditions (19) are met. This is done with a symbolic manipulator, MapleV.
The results are collected in the MapleV script in Annex B, showing also how closely the spatial differential
equation and the different boundary conditions are met. In the computation of Qo(x) we use a recurrence
relation from [8, § 8.6.19]. The values of K selected to minimize conditions (19) are: KI=0, K3=1.7418,
K5=0.6094. Thus our trial functions are:
(v)4, (x, v) = Z c, (_),, (v) = Z c, (x)A i I-_ ' i = 1,3,5 (46)
i=l i=l
Substituting this in (18), we obtain:
- ---T-[(b 2-1)-v 21]_-_--_Ai4 A[ =R(ci,Ai,v)=0 (47)
As we did above, we will minimize the Galerkin-weighed residuals:
b
I AiR(cj,Aj,v)dv = 0 (48)
b-I
For this we will have to compute 27 integrals. It will be simpler to return to the variable x:
2 • 2 •p
(l-b)I iiijdx; (l-b) IxiiAjdx; (l-b)' l(1-x )A,X)dx,i,j= 1,3,5 (49)
-I -I -1
This can be put in matrix form defining the vector c and the matrixes A, AP, and AS for the time functions,
the integrals of function products, the integrals of functions times first derivatives, and the integrals of
functions times second derivatives, respectively. The integrals are computed with MapleV, as shown in
























_- He)--_-ASe +GAPe = 0







Since the function we used was an approximation, and the boundary conditions were approximately met too,
there is no point in keeping too many digits in B. We can see that the matrix is decoupled to nearly order
O(_), and the terms in the main diagonal are very close to the analytical eigenvalues in Table 1.
If the boundary condition for the first derivative had been taken into account in the optimization of Ki, the
diagonal terms would be closer to the eigenvalues and the modes would be more neatly separated; but the
basic assumption of Ritz method--that trial functions meet boundary conditions--would not be as accurately
met and the results would be less reliable.
For the numerical integration we turn again to true anomaly instead of non-dimensional time. The equations




i_= _e +(HI +GB)c
K
With initial condition (35) for 0, and a pair of independent solutions for e, which is a linear system: initial
unit speed and zero deviation (a), and initial unit deviation and zero speed (b). This means integrating a total
of 14 first-order equations. Solutions will be cla, clb, c3a, c3b, c5a, and c5b. The code for this is in
"RITZLEG.C." cl corresponds to the eigenvalue we earlier called 0, which is the rectilinear shape; c3
corresponds to eigenvalue 1 of previous figures, and c5 to eigenvalue 2.
The results are shown in Figure 9. All solutions grow exponentially after a number of orbits. This is similar to
the previous case, in which trigonometric functions encompass all eigenmodes and diverge quickly, while for
the approximate eigenfunctions there were clearly stable and unstable ones. In this case the onset of instability
21
canbetracedtothecouplingtermsinmatrixB.Althoughsmall--sayoforder8--theireffectwouldbefelt






exacteigenmode,wecansimplyomit thesetermsandkeepthemaindiagonal,or the approximate
eigenmodes.Thisisdonein"RITZLEG2.C."TheresultsareshowninFigure10.Eachmoderecoversitsown
personality,andwenoticeeventhedecayoftheinitialdeviationclb solution(eigenvalue0previously)for42
degrees,thatwaspresentin the"TRVSA100.C"results(notshownin Fig.5 becausethe"TRVSB100.C"
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Figure 9 In-plane oscillations for Ritz method with Legendre functions: 3 first modes;
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Numerical Determination of Eigenvalues
The approximate solution (27) to the Sturm-Liouville problem (22) cannot go beyond the O(_) expansion,
since the equations become too complex. There is always the possibility of numerically solving the differential
equation. A tabulated solution is not easy to handle, but what we need for the time equations is only the
eigenvalue. We set then to solve equation (22) with boundary conditions (23), (24), or (25) which, as we saw
before, are exactly the same. (23) or (25) are easy to impose, while (24) can only be used after the integration
to check the accuracy of the solution.
The only boundary condition at the free end is that the tension be zero, which causes the coefficient of A" to
be zero. A"(b-1) is thus an indetermination of type 0/0, and cannot be used to start a run. What we know is
that it cannot be infinite, since it is related to the curvature of the tether. Therefore, the rest of the differential
equation must be zero as well, which provides a boundary condition to check proximity to the real eigenvalue.
We can thus start integrating at v=b with boundary condition (22) and an arbitrary value for A(b). Since
eigenfunctions are defined except for a multiplicative constant, we may normalize the value of A so that, for
the linear solution, A(b- 1)= 1, and thus A(b)=b/(1-b).
At the free end we will require that A" be finite, that is,
-(1- b)A'(1- b)+ XA(1- b)= 0 (53)












With this we start a shooting method integrating routine in order to determine _,. The residual of (53) is taken
as a function of _, whose roots we try to find with a combined shooting method/Newton-Raphson algorithm
[6, pp. 756ff]. This is done calculating the Jacobian (which in this case is just the derivative, since we have
only one variable):
7L_ -'> R(X1) "[ R(_'l +_')-R(_'I) R(XI) (54)
_., + A_ --_ R(_., + AX)J J - A_. ""> _'2 = _',---"_
We use as seed value the approximate eigenvalues found by asymptotic expansion, (27). y[1], which is
condition (24), can be used as a further check of our approximation.
Still another simplification can be made by a change in variables: x=-v, which avoids integrating backwards
and checking all integration routines for the sign of h. The form of the differential equation does not change
at all:
[(8-02 - x2 ] A"- 2xA" + 2_a. = 0 (55)
And the boundary conditions remain unchanged, except that they are imposed at -b; the integrating interval
becomes [-b: l-b]. The functions to be integrated now are:
i y[i] dy[i]
1 _ Adv y[2]
2 a y[3]








Thereis anadditionalproblem:theequationis singularin x=l-b,thefreeend.Wecannotintegrateall the





Thisis doneby"EIGVAL.C,"usingroutinestakenfrom[6] likefdjac, c, fmin. c, lnsrch, c, while

























The approximate analytical values come short of the numerical values, while the diagonal terms of matrix B
in the Ritz method with Legendre polynomials outstrip them. The difference is greater when only the Ritz
method-specific boundary conditions (19) are used to optimize the free parameter K (column 1). If condition
(25) is included in the optimization (column 2), the diagonal values are closer to the numerical eigenvalues,
but the Ritz method results are not as reliable.
These numerical eigenvalues are used to compute again the transversal oscillations. This is done by
"TRVC100.C."
The reason for repeating the same computations every time we find some small change in the eigenvalues is
that the stability of the modes may depend sensitively on the eigenvalues. For a circular orbit, the equations of
the transversal oscillations become Mathieu equations [3, p. 386], whose stability areas are well known. The
unstable areas increase for larger libration angles, so that a change in the eigenvalue may, depending on
where we stay, push a mode in or out of the unstable area for a certain libration angle, or could raise or lower
the libration angle at which a mode loses stability.
When we are in an elliptical orbit, more terms enter the equations and we have the additional resonance with
the orbital frequency; but for small eccentricities we expect some similarity with the Mathieu pattern. A new
run is thus well justified. The results are collected in Figures 11-14. Again, remarkable points are:
• The initial speed E1 solution shows that de-stabilization of eigenvalue 1 is pushed up to near 55 degrees.,
while in Fig. 4 it was closer to 54 degrees. Other eigenvalues keep the same behavior, with small
variations in amplitude indicating that we are getting closer or farther from the unstable areas.
• The initial deviation E2 shows the same shift towards 55 degree de-stabilization as El. Eigenvalue 5
takes longer to diverge.
• Initial speed out-of-plane Z1 shows no change with respect to Fig. 6, apart from eigenvalue 3 that shows
a beginning of de-stabilization which was not present in any of the out-of-plane eigenvalues except 0.
• Initial deviation Z2 shows two unstability zones for eigenvalue 0, for 60 degrees and larger, and for 53
degrees; the latter just started to show in Z1. It seems that, as 0M grows, we enter an unstable Mathieu
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Figure l2Numerical eigenvalues, in-plane initial deviation (E2), 100 Oscillations:
Amplitude vs number of orbits for different 0Mand for the first six eigenvalues.
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Figure l3Numerical eigenvalues, out-of-plane initial speed (Z1), 100 Oscillations:
Amplitude vs number of orbits for different 0M and for the first six eigenvalues.
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Figure 14Numerical eigenvalues, out-of-plane initial deviation (Z2), 100 Oscillations:
Amplitude vs number of orbits for different 0m and for the first six eigenvalues.
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Unstable Modes
The previous analysis of transverse oscillations has singled out some unstable modes and de-stabilizing
factors that need further study. At the same time we should check the limits of our assumptions, like the
decoupling of transverse oscillations. Points to be studied are:
• Relation of tension and stability
• Zero mode divergence
• Out-of-plane oscillation coupling
• Libration to rotation transition
Tension and Stability
For transverse oscillations, tension is the main stabilization factor, providing the restoring force for the
oscillations. As tension becomes smaller, oscillations tend to increase in amplitude. Pendular libration and
tension are governed by equations (6):
2esinv(0+l)+3sin0cos0=0
K
F-- 0÷l) -±0-3cos O -
K
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Figure 15 Tension distribution
P(v) reaches its maximum at the COM, and is zero at the free
end. The tension distribution keeps its shape at all times, its
magnitude governed by G(v). When G becomes zero, the tether
goes slack at all points at the same time, and from that moment
on the equations used are no longer valid. The tension time
dependence, G, appears in the restoring term of transverse
oscillation equations (28):
2 + _.G(%) + Z = 0
+ (XG('t:) - H(x))E = 0
It is thus interesting to see when the tension and the restoring
terms go to zero. This is done in "THETA20.C," computing 0,
G, and H for a number of orbits, the results are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
Them remains bounded, and the tension is positive up to 0M=63 degrees. G goes to zero between 63 and 64
degrees. There is a zone where H is bigger than G, so that the restoring force is negative for low eigenvalues,
specifically for _=1 (eigenvalue 0). Since _, increases fast, for eigenvalues 1 and above, the value of H is not a
problem except when G is very close to zero, that is, for large libration amplitudes. For angles above 63
degrees, G has negative zones, so that larger values of % mean broader negative restoring force zones.
Out-of-plane oscillations are more stable because of the positive to2 term. This is just part of the picture.
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Figure 17 Time-dependent factor of tether tension, G(v), and H(v) for different initial
libration amplitudes.
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Instability of Eigenvalue 0
Eigenvalue 0 is unstable for initial speed in-plane and for all out-of-plane transverse oscillations. Initial
deviation in-plane oscillations remain bounded (at least for the number of orbits computed), and even shows a
decrease for 42 degrees (cf. Fig. 10).
Eigenvalue 0 is a rectilinear shape, and corresponds to a variation in the initial conditions of the pendular
motion. From the equations of pendular motion (3), introducing non-dimensional time x, we obtain:
o_'/ 3o_22esinvc°2_a2 2_tantp (_+n)+-_-TcosOsinO=O
in the orbital plane, g_ is 0, so that we can consider only e. Giving an infinitesimal variation to eFor libration
we get:
2esinvto 2 2
6 +56 I---_--_-cos(0 + 50) sin(0 + 50) = 0
1(1"12 _-l-
Considering (56) and dropping higher order terms, we get:
3002 r 2
at+ -L OS O-sin 2 0]50 =0
(57)
(59)
Which is precisely equation (28) for in-plane transverse oscillations E and E=I. In the same way, if we
substitute an infinitesimal deviation 5qofor the _ out-of-plane iibration solution, we get:
_+ 0+ +_cos 20 =0 (60)
l_n 2
Which is precisely equation (28) for Z and 2_=1. Therefore the increase in Eigenvalue 0 amplitudes is not
worrisome. There is a monotonous linear increase in E1 with subharmonic modulation, as shown in Figures
4, 10 and ll. Z1 and Z2 show an exponential growth. This corresponds to orbital stability. The evolutions of
0 and (p are non-linear oscillations, with the period depending on the amplitude (plus the forcing term due to
the elliptical orbit, which is small). A change in initial conditions means a change in period, so that the small
initial deviation will increase continuously, but not go beyond the amplitude of the new oscillation, which
remains bounded as long as we are far from the potential crest. We will consider later on at what initial
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Figure 18 Gravity gradient pendulum
potential
Z1 and Z2 are deviations from a zero amplitude non-linear
oscillation, in which case the linearization is quite accurate;
however, the restoring term varies with time, which may cause
resonance. This accounts for the exponential amplitude growth
of Z1 and Z2.
E1 and E2 behave differently, the latter remaining bounded for
the time interval computed (50-100 orbits). The iibration
movement is essentially a gravity gradient pendulum (soft
spring) with a small forcing term due to ellipticity of the orbit.
The small forcing term will have an accumulated effect when
there is resonance, but for a short span can be left out. This
leaves a conservative force field with a potential function, as
shown in Figure 18. An infinitesimal deviation when the
pendulum crosses the vertical means moving along a nearly horizontal potential curve (deviation line in Fig.
18). This will add to the total energy an amount one order of magnitude smaller. For libration amplitudes of
about 60 degrees a speed differential means moving up a potential curve with a high slope (speed line in Fig.
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Figure 19 Eigenvalue 0 and the difference between two librations.
This can be checked by comparing the Eigenvalue 0 deviation for 60 degrees libration with the difference
between the basic libration (60 degrees) and the new libration obtained by adding the initial conditions of the
Eigenvalue 0. We will use for initial speed the speed difference at zero crossing between a 60 degree libration
and a 61 degree libration, while for initial deviation we will just push the 60 degree libration one degree
away. Figure 19 shows the agreement between the libration increment and the differential.
The initial conditions for initial speed and deviation are:
0_(0)=0 0t(0)=-_'3sin60 0_(0)=0 0t(0)=xf3sin60
02(0)=0 02(0)=x/3sin61 02(0)=1 02(0)=,¢r3sin60
_i0(0)=0 _)(0)=02(0)-0,(0) _>0(0)=1 _(0)=0
As shown in Fig. 19, the agreement is quite good, given the fact that eccentricity has been assumed to remain
constant, while in fact it depends on the initial libration conditions. The difference, however, will be of a
smaller order. Thus the divergence in Eigenvalue 0 is not a problem.
Out-of-Plane Oscillations and Coupling
We will now consider the out-of-plane libration. Z1 and Z2 lose stability faster than E1 for Eigenvalue 0,
which is the linearized libration. We will compare these solutions with the full non-linear libration for small
amplitudes. Changing variables in equations (56) and (60) from x to true anomaly v we obtain:
= 2e sin v (0 + 1)+ 2_0 tan tp(0 + 1)-3 cos 0 sin 0
K
Still, in order to make the initial conditions comparable, we have to relate the initial speed and deviation. For
this we assume a small oscillation whose simplified equation would be: _+m2_ =0. An initial deviation
solution of amplitude A would have a speed Am when crossing the orbital plane. We compute m from the
value of the _ coefficient for 0=0 and 0M=60 degrees:
_(. )2 3m= 0(0)+1 +-- (62)l+e
We will consider that cp is small, so that the _ term in 0 equation will be small as well. For the coupling term
¢ ¢ ,,7
to be smaller than the velocity term (order g), q0should be: _ tan _ = e _ _
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Figure 20 Non-linear out-of-plane oscillation _p and linearized oscillations Zl and Z2, for 4
and for 20 orbits.
Still to be considered is the extent of the coupling influence in the libration itself. We have assumed its effect
to be small compared with the speed term. We will see how small.
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Initial Speed Initial Deviation
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Figure 21 Influence of tp on the orbital plane libration for 0M=60 deg.
We will integrate the full libration equations for 60 degree in-plane libration, and out of plane oscillations
ranging from 0 to 10 degree amplitude. The initial deviation will correspond to full amplitude, and initial
speed to the plane crossing speed for that amplitude according to (62).
The results are shown in Figure 21. In both cases, there is an effect over the amplitude and the period of the
libration, which becomes smaller as tp increases. For the time--20 orbits--and the out-of-plane oscillations
computed--0 to 9 degrees--the effect is not enough to push the libration into rotation. It is enough, however,
to disrupt significatively the libration, so that the computations made to maximize the momentum transfer to
the satellite would no longer be valid.
Consequently, out-of-plane oscillations should not be allowed to increase beyond a few degrees of amplitude.
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Libration to Rotation Transition
In what we have been studying, the assumption was made that the tether librates without going into a
rotation. However, the gravity gradient pendulum is a sort of soft spring, so that at large amplitudes we must
be wary of going over the potential crest. The inertial term acts as a periodic forcing, which may force the
libration into rotation when we are close to the limit, or have a cumulative effect through resonance. We will
see what are the libration angles and speeds leading to rotation. Even though it may happen at angles that
will never be reached--tension becomes zero between 63 and 64 degrees--it is good to know how safe we are
at 60 degrees.
65 deg 66 deg
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Figure 22 Libration phase maps for initial deviation. 20 orbits.
Resonance is an important factor. Initial deviation means cutting the tether at extreme amplitude and no
speed. This sends the TS into a low orbit with a smaller eccentricity. S011, there is a transition to rotation for
66 and 67 degrees, while for lower and higher angles there is no transition, as shown in Figure 22. This is an
effect of resonance with the forcing term, which increases the energy of the libration. The initial deviation
condition is far from our case, since we will be cutting the tether at vertical crossing, which is a pure initial
speed condition.
The case we are most interested in is the initial speed libration. Here, the transition is more regular. As shown
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DECAY MINIMIZATION
The purpose of the swinging tether, double cut procedure is to maximize the useful life of the satellite. We
seek the combination of parameters that will yield the maximum orbital lifetime. For this, we will seek to
minimize the initial orbital decay rate as a function of the deployment free parameters.
Assuming that the Shuttle is in a circular orbit, the deployment strategy leaves three free parameters:
• Libration amplitude, which depends on the tether deployment strategy.
• First cut timing, or gravity gradient pendulum libration angle at cut time.
• Second cut timing, or libration angle of the TS in the elliptical orbit frame.
The Shuttle will be in a circular orbit at an altitude of 297 Km, with 57 degrees inclination. The tether is 20
Km long, with a linear density of 3.3"10 -4 Kg/m, and the end mass is mA=32 Kg. We assume the earth to be
spherical, its radius equal to the equatorial radius. This is a conservative assumption, since the orbital altitude
will be greater than the equatorial altitude for most of the period, with a correspondingly lower air density
and lower decay rate. Thus the circular orbit radius will be Ro=6675.16 Km, and its angular rate will be o_0.
After deployment, the TS librates as a gravity gradient pendulum governed by equation (5). Since e is zero,
the equation admits an energy integral:
_)2 + 3002 sin 2 0 = 3(o 2 sin =0 M (63)
Where 0M is the maximum amplitude of the gravity gradient pendulum libration. We keep the same reference
frame we have adopted previously, with Ox as the local vertical and Oz in the orbital speed direction. _ will
be the libration angle at cut time. _ will be the final deployed length of the tether; _ will be the distance
from the TS center of mass to the free end, that is: _=ct/._, with o_-l-b as defined in (4).
We will compute the parameters of the different stages of the TS motion as a function of the deployment free
parameters.
Elliptical Orbit of the COM
When the tether is cut at the orbiter end, its center of mass, which we will call G, enters an elliptical orbit [2]
with the initial conditions:




The initial libration angular speed can be obtained from the energy equation (63): 00 = tOoU, with:
u = ,J3x/sin 2 0M- sin =_i (65)
which is different from the parameter u used in [2]. Since the tether is much shorter than the orbital radius,
we can use an expansion in powers of a small parameter ___L= E << 1, leading to:
Ro
iG = cooR° 0 (66)Roc = R o 0 v0
esin8 1+ (1 + u)ECOs_
The orbital parameters can thus be expressed as follows:
e = _/3cos 2 _5(u+l)(u+ 3)+u2e+cos8 (cos= a+lX9+18u+12u2 + 2u,) 2
e +... (67)
2_/3 cos 2_i(u + 1)(u + 3) + u2
a= Ro{1 + 2 cos _i(u + 2)_ + [cos 2 8(13 + 16u + 4u2)+ 2 + 2u + u2] _2+...} (68)
n = a_f-_-_P'3= _0{1 - 3 cos 8(2 + u) E-3 [(u2 + 2u + 2)-cos2 8(u2 + 4u + 7)] _2+...} (69)
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r -- "1
Ahp = a(1-e)-R o = R0/-x/3 cos 2 _(u + 1)(u + 3)+ u2 + 2 cos _5(u+ 2)/_+...
L J (70)
= Ro[x/3cos2_(u+l)(u + 3)+u2 + 2cos5(u+ 2)]E+...Ah_ =a(l+e)-R 0
For small 5, these expressions reduce to the equations derived in [1, p. 4-5] and [2, pp. 5-6]. Since we are
precisely trying to study the influence of 5 in decay rate, we cannot assume at the beginning that it is small.
rAe
We still need the argument of the perigee, which can be obtained from: sin v_ Irl lel"j' which gives:
(_/ c°s2 5(2u2 +6u+3)-(4u+3)v_ = - arcsin - u sin _5 2v 2 e+... (71)
where: v = _/3 cos 215(u + 3)(u + 1) + u (72)
With the expressions above, the orbit of the COM is perfectly determined. The details of the mathematical
derivations and simplifications are in Appendix E.




Figure 24 Reference frames
for the first cut.
in an Elliptical Orbit
After the first cut, the TS continues its libration given by eqs.
(5) while its COM follows an elliptical orbit. A new reference
frame is erected, Gxyz, with G at the TS COM, Gx along the
local vertical towards zenith, Gz in the orbital plane and Gy
normal to the other two. This is the same reference frame
defined in page 3. As we saw before, equations (5)---or
equations (6) when we take true anomaly as variable--have to
be integrated numerically. For this, the initial conditions must
be determined.
Referring the index 1 to an earth-centered fixed frame, 2 to
the TS, 0 to the COM orbital frame, and 3 to the circular orbit
frame, we seek t.o20=o_3+0_j-o)01 (cf. page 9).
Besides, we will temporarily distinguish between:
• 0= angle between the rigid tether and the local vertical at
the Orbiter.
• V= angle between the rigid tether and the local vertical at
the COM.
Later on both will be called 0, but initially we have to
distinguish between them. At cut time we have therefore:
_F sin_5 esin8 __._i_ e sin_ + e2 cos _ sin 5 (73)
Vo = 00 - vo = _ - arctan Ro + _F cos 8 - _ - arctan 1+ e cos
For the initial angular speed, we use (33)-(35), taking into account that the parameters u and e from [2] used
there are different from what we are using here. With the new u and e, and substituting (67) and (69), we
obtain:
n (1 +ec°sv)2 cos v+ c2 cos2 v]_+..._ (74)
v-- J J
with:
c,, = -3 cos _5(u + 2) + e[6 cos 28(2 + u) 2 - 3(u + 1)]
c_ = 2v- e cos _i[(2u + 1)(2u 2 - 9)+(16u 3+96u2 + 180u +99)cos 2 fi]/v
C 2 = EV 2
(75)
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In order to obtain the initial angular rate co01, we only have to substitute the true anomaly at cut time from
(71) in the angular rate expression (74):
From
(1 + e cos v i)2 = 0.)0[1 + u cos _e - u(2 cos 2 8-1)e 2+...]
cool = x'(vi) = 0.) (l=e:) 3/2 (76)
(63) we obtain: 0.)23= ()o = cooU; c03_= COo=_o 3. Adding all the terms, we obtain the initial
conditions:




We can now integrate the libration equation. We return to using 0 for the libration angle, once the circular
orbit frame has disappeared and there is no possibility of confusion. As usual, we adopt v as the integration
variable. In order to obtain the TS angular speed needed in the momentum transfer computations, we will
have to multiply times the orbital angular speed. We integrate numerically equation (6) with initial conditions
(73) and (77), up to the true anomaly at the second cut.
Final Orbit of the Satellite
The computation process we are following is:
• Circular Shuttle orbit: R0, too.
• Elliptical orbit of the COM after the first cut: a(8,0M), e(8,0M), Vi(_i,OM), 03(8,0M), 0(V), 0'(V).
• Elliptical orbit of the satellite after the second cut: a_(_,0M,Vc), e_(8,0M,V¢), Vi_(_i,0M,V¢).
Where v¢ is the true anomaly of the COM orbit at the time of the second cut. In order to determine the final
orbit parameters, we will obtain first the position and speed of the end mass (A) as a function of v and the
COM orbital parameters.
r A = r G + GA = LR + GA cos 0,0, GA sin 0J (78)




Consequently, we only need to keep terms in e,, _, _2, and e_, if we are disregarding terms of order o(eZ).
Actually, there should not be any need for analytical computations at this stage: once the libration has to be
computed numerically, we can simply compute speeds and positions at each requested point and apply
standard formulas to obtain the orbital parameters. However, the problem is stiff due to the magnitude
difference between a, Ro, and a-Ro. We will perfect the algebra in order to compute only the increments,
which yield reasonable results without resorting to double precision. From the previous section we have:
a = Ro(l+al_ ) co = co0(1 +cole)e=ele _,'= co0[1 + (c0 + el cos v + c2 cos2 v)]
where the perturbations are known and computed. If we desire greater precision, the e2 terms can be included.
The absolute speed of the end mass is:
f-sin0] [ esinv ]
A A A = VA + V0GI+ - A GA = (t_ + 1)_,[3eRo_ 0 _ + aco J 0
v21 = v2° + v°l c°°l ' / / / _ ] (79)
[cos0J "" _ [l+ecosv
Developing in powers of the small parameters:
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0 --N01
_3Esin 0 [ _rl_ j
(80)
v_, = RoCOo 0 =RobOti 0
I + E[e,cosv+a, + co,+13(_ +l)cos el+... [l+ev,_j
The details of the simplification can be checked in Appendix F. Keeping only the perturbations of r A and vA,
we compute the parameters of the final orbit:
a_ = Ro(1 + as_)
with:
e s = eslE
asl ---- 2(Vlz + rlx ) + g(5V_z + v_x + r?z + 2rL + 8r,,v,,)
e[-4 v_, -lOrlx v_,- 2v,,r, 2'+ 2v,,rl= v,z- 4v,,r a + 2V,xr,,r,, + r,,r a - 2v t, V_x- 2r, xV_x]
e_1 = A (81)2A
2 d- 2rlzVlx + 2A = _/4v_, + 4r, xV,z + r_, + r,, Vlx
Again, the details of operations and simplifications are in Appendix F. The expressions above provide the




In order to find the height loss due to air drag, we will assume:
• Spherical earth and atmosphere.
• Atmosphere rotating at the earth angular speed
• Exponential density model.
The diurnal bulge will not be considered at this stage. Night/day changes will not be considered either, nor
solar activity changes: we are seeking a simple analytical model for a first estimate.
We introduce an earth centered "fixed" frame (system 1); the orbital frame (system 0), which is actually the
frame of the polar coordinates in the orbital plane; and the satellite itself (system 2).
Air drag can be estimated [1, 7, 11] as:
D = - 1 pv220ACD v20Iv,01 (82)
Where p is the air density, A the average cross section of the satellite, and Co the drag coefficient [1, p. 6-8].
In order to compute the relative speed we need the orbital speed of the satellite and the rotational speed of the
atmosphere, projected onto the orbital frame, u,,uv,th:
aco ix
v21 = _ me sin v,1 + e cos v,0J = - Le sin v,1 + e cos v,0]
_/l_e 2 h
f ru = a(l-e2) u
v_ =_EAr_with: r= f l+ecosv r
_2E = t2ELsin i sin(03p + v), sin i cos(0:_p + v), cos iJ
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ao_e sin v
ato(1 + e cos v) _2Ea(1-- e2)cos i
v_° = _ 1+ e cos v (83)
t2Ea(1 -- e2) sin i cos(top + v)
l+ecosv
where oh, is the argument of perigee from the line of nodes, and taE the earth's rotational speed. The drag
expression includes the square of the speed. The air speed is small with regard to the satellite orbital speed,
and eccentricity is small as well. We will try a Taylor expansion, but we must check the orders of magnitude
of the quantities involved:
• _2E=7.292'10 "5 rad/sec [7, p. 350].
• taE/O_-0.05
• e~0.02
Consequently, we can drop terms of order e2,_E 2, and e_E. The squared speed will be:
2 (_) (1 + 2e cos v)[1 - 2--_- cos i(1 - e cos v)] (84)V20 =
v 122
where we have used the approximate orbital rate, f_ = r = -_" (1 + 2e cos v) = n(1 + 2e cos v) . The last term
in (84) can also be dropped, since it is of order ef_E This leaves the same expression as in [7].
Energy Loss
The variation of mechanical energy can be obtained from the drag power:
shown above. The dot product can be approximated by:
This leaves just the product of scalar values:
dE
=D-v, with D and v as
dt
V20 vs = V21 ,EST" 2, ' since the difference is of order e 2.
IV2ol
dE = Dv_l (85)
Orbital Decay Rate
Semiaxis and eccentricity variations can be obtained from the equations for variations of elements [7, p. 210].
The semiaxis variation can be obtained directly from the energy equation:
E = m_t da 2a 2 dE 2a 2
-- =----= Dv
2a dt m12 dt ngt
Substituting the value of v, expanding, and dropping terms of order e 2, we obtain:
d__a= 2D (1 +3ecos v) 2D (1 +ecosv) (86)
dt rn_ rnn
The second form is obviously easier for integration.
Semiaxis Decay in One Orbit
It is possible to integrate (86) for one orbit, and obtain the decrement of the semiaxis. By minimizing this
expression, we will maximize the life expectancy of the satellite. For the analytical integration, it is simpler to
shift to eccentric anomaly, E:
Aa = fda = f2_da dt
Jo dt dE dE (87)Jo
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Weneedtorelatev andt withE:
nt=E-esinE _ dt=l-ecosEdE _ da=2D(l+ecosv)
ndt= dE(1- ecosE)J n mn2
cosE-e 1 2D
cosy= ; l+ecosv= _ da=1-ecosE 1-ecosE mn2dE
(1- ecosE)dE
TheairdragmustbeexpressedintermsofEaswell:
2 cos E - e f2E i7
D=-lpAct_-_-/l+2el----_c_sE/I1-2-n--(1-3ec°sv)c°szn \ J (88)
= - 1 pACD '_t-<(1 + 2e cos E)[1 - 2 f2E COSi]Z n2 1_ n
ho-h
For the air density, we will use the well known exponential model: p =po e n , where H is the scale height
which varies with the reference height ho. We only have to give h as a function of E and orbital parameters:
ho-h h0 - [a(1-ecos E)- RE] = h0 + RE - a +ae cos E
H H H
Substituting these expressions into the integral, we obtain:
Aa= mn2h 2 e H l+2_ZcoSin (l+2ecosE)dE (89)
Where we have considered that Aa and Ae will be much smaller than a and e, which, in turn, can be assumed
constant for one orbit. Thus the integral admits an analytic solution in terms of Bessel functions [7, p. 212]:
Aa2 = -I 2n------_--)l n--_ J_e J_l-2---_-cos,JLIol--ffJ+zei,_--_j j (90)
The values of the constants used are:
ACD 1 1 m 2 1 10_6 Km 2
• .... , from [1, p. 8].
m 13 118 Kg 118 "Kg
• P0 = p(300Km) = 3.3.10 -1' _ = 3.3.10 -2 Kg
cm 3 _'T, from [12].
• H(300Km) = 55.77Km, from [12].
Consequently, the value of the first parenthesis is: K=0.175T10 s Km 2.
• --=a 2
n2h 2
h0+R E -a 6678.16-a
• e H = e 55.77
a_a'_
• 1-2g2 E COsi = 1- 0.125" 10-6_a 3
where we have used f2E=7.2910Srad/sec and I.t=398618Km3/sec 1, from [5, pp. 350-51]; and i=57 deg from
the latest unpublished flight data.
If we finally introduce the orbit parameters in the main term plus the small-perturbation form obtained in
(81), we have:
2 0 05 0 306a 1
Aa = 0.17(0.415 + 0.0021as_ + 0.0000023as_)e .... [Io(z)+ 0.005411(z) ] (91)
Where: z = 0.45.10-2(66.75 + 0.18asl)% •
Again, the computational details are shown in Appendix H.
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Computation Results
We expect that the maximum perigee height, which is the main concern for orbital decay, will be attained if
the tether is cut at apogee, with zero libration and positive libration speed, so that additional momentum is
transferred to the satellite. We thus compute the orbital decay rate as a function of three parameters: libration
amplitude before the first cut, 0M; libration angle at the first cut, 5; and COM orbit true anomaly at the second
cut, vc (the second cut time would be an equivalent variable, as they are related by the Kepler's equation).
Integrating for a range of values, we obtain:
• Minimum decay rate always for _=0, but with small sensitivity for values 8 of up to OM/2.
• Minimum decay rate when the tether is cut at apogee, with the second apogee passage yielding a lower
rate than the first; small sensitivity to true anomaly as well.
• Minimum decay rate for 0M~60 degrees.






0'(v_): 82.325592 deg/rad v
The results can be seen in Figs. 25-31. For low libration angles, the cut at the first apogee passage produces a
minimum decay rate, as seen in Fig. 25. As the libration angle increases, the boost from the tether increases
as the libration speed tunes its phase with the orbital anomaly, so that the absolute minimum is reached for 60
degrees (Fig. 27). The libration speed is then positive and maximum (Fig. 28). The apogee and perigee
heights obtained are shown in Figs. 29-31 for different 0M.
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Orbital Decay Rate for Theta Max = 24 deg
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Figure 25 Decay rate (Kin/orbit) for lower libration angles.
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Figure 27 Decay rate (Kin/orbit) for libration angles about the minimum (60 deg).
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Figure 29Satellite apogee and perigee height vs true anomaly at the second cut and
libration angle at the first cut, for 0M=59 deg.
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Figure 30Satellite apogee and perigee height vs true anomaly at the second cut and
libration angle at the first cut, for 0M=60 deg.
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DYNAMICS AND CONTROL OF SEDSAT
Introductory Remarks
The satellite SEDSAT, built by a team of students of the University of Alabama at
Huntsville, will be injected into a higher orbit from the Space Shuttle in July 1997 by
using a 20-km-long librating tether acting as a sling shot. Since the satellite is required to
have a lifetime of about 3 years, without reboosting, the height and eccentricity of the
final orbit are a primary concern. The injection velocity (AV) at the satellite release must
be maximized in order to maximize the apogee height of the final orbit and consequently
the satellite lifetime. Moreover, the final orbit must be as insensitive as possible to
variations of the deployer's friction parameters in order to provide an accurate orbital
transfer of the satellite. Consequently, the magnitude, direction, and timing of the AV at
satellite release (i.e., when the tether crosses the local vertical and the tether is cut from
the Shuttle) must be accurate and as insensitive as possible to variations of the model
parameters. A non-linear control law (feedforward-feedback) for driving the satellite to
the desired state at the end of deployment was developed during the 1994-1995 research
activity on this grant [1]. The control law is based on predefined reference profiles which
are dependent upon the conditions at satellite ejection from the Shuttle. These conditions
at satellite ejection have changed since the control law that was delivered to NASA in
December 1994 due to Shuttle safety considerations. Consequently, new reference
profiles had to be generated and some of the control parameters modified in order to cope
with the new initial conditions.
New Reference Profiles and Control Parameters
Before describing the changes to the SEDSAT deployment control law, we will
recall the basics of the SEDS deployer tension model and the control law. The reader
should read Refs. [1-2] for a more detailed treatment of the subject.
SEDS Deployer's Tension Model
The tension model for the SEDS deployer is as follows:
T=[T O+ IpL2A_f].eB.e f'lOo-OI (92)
where Arel = 1 - A L/Len d, Len d = final tether length = 20 km, A = tether annulus solidity
= 0.9424, E = area exponent = 0.6, B = brake parameter = 2nfn, n = number of brake
turns, f = friction coefficient = 0.18 (best estimate), TO = static (or minimum) tension, I =
inertia multiplier = 4.1, P = linear density of tether = 3.3 kg/km, 00 = null exit angle,
and 0 = tether's exit angle (for a deployer aligned along the Nadir, 0 coincides with the
in-plane libration angle). In summary, this approximate tension model consists of a static
tension term TO, an hydraulic tension term proportional to L2, an exponential brake
multiplier, and an exponential exit-angle multiplier. Parameters of the tension model are
uncertain as they depend on environmental conditions and many other uncontrollable, or
poorly controllable, factors. The most influential, from the deployment dynamics
standpoint, and also less certain parameter of the tension model is TO. A likely estimate
of the value of TO from the flights of SEDS-I and II is about 20 mN with an expected
variability of +10 mN.
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Basics of Deployment Control Law
SEDSAT is ejected from the Shuttle with initial conditions (i.e., ejection angle and
magnitude of ejection velocity) such that the amplitude of the final tether libration in the
orbital plane is insensitive to variations of the static tension of the deployer's tension
model. During this time (free-deployment phase), the brake is not engaged. At a tether
length greater than about 15 kin, the brake is engaged to slow down the tether exit
velocity. The brake utilizes a feedback-feedforward, non-linear control law [2-4] to lead
the system to the desired state vector at the end of deployment. The control law is based
on precomputed length and length rate profiles (i.e., the non-linear portion of the control
law) and on a linear feedback which keeps the system state along the desired state
trajectory.
The timing of the crossing of the local vertical is dependent upon the final libration
amplitude. This amplitude is affected by the errors of the conditions at ejection with
respect to the desired ejection conditions. A change of the magnitude of the ejection
velocity require the computation of new reference profiles and also the evaluation of the
new ejection angle that provides insensitivity to the static tension during the free-
deployment phase.
The ejection velocity of SEDSAT has been changed several time from the original
V0 = 1.47 m/s to the latest V 0 = 2.5 m/s as a consequence of Shuttle's safety
considerations. A number of reference profiles (from SEDSAT_Ref39 to
SEDSAT_Ref53) have been derived to accommodate these changes. As a result, the
ejection angle must be changed from 00 = -31 ° (upward and forward) consistent with V0
= 1.47 m/s to 00 = - 21 ° consistent with V0 = 2.5 m/s.
In this report we present only the results of the latest reference profile and the
associated control parameters, namely, SEDSAT_Ref53_1Sep95 (the numbering is
sequential from the beginning of the SEDSAT control law analysis). At the time of the
delivery of the control law to NASMMSFC, on 1 September 1995, the system and
tension nominal parameters were as follows:
Tension model parameters
TO = minimum tension = 20 mN
I = inertia multiplier = 4.1
A = annulus solidity = 0.9424
E = area exponent = 0.6
f = friction coefficient = 0.18
System parameters
Satellite mass = 36.3 kg
Tether linear density = 0.33 kg/km
Shuttle orbit = 297 km circular
Orbital inclination = 57 °
Tether length = 20 km
Tether diameter = 0.8 mm
Tether material = Spectra 1000
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Table 14. Control and system parameters for SEDSAT_Ref39 and SEDSAT_Ref53
........ CONTROL PARAMETERS .............................................................
No. PARAMETER TYPE Units REF39 REF53 (new)
1. c Filter Coefficient (none) 0.125 0.125
2. K1 TumCount Gain (1/Turn) 0.002 0.002
3. DZTC TurnCount Deadzone (Turn) 5 5
4. TCELIM Maximum Turn (Turn) 5000 6500
Count Error
5. K2 Turn Count (s/Turn) 0.2 0.2
Rate Gain
6. DZTCR TurnCountRate (Turn/s) 0.5 0.5
Deadzone
7. TCRELIM Maximum Tum (Turn/s) 10 25
CountRate Error
8. WAILP Wrap Increment (none) 2 2
Upper Limit
9. TBD s Time after which (s) 65535 65535
bias is applied
10. BIAS Brake post Bias (Turn) 0 0
11. WACLP WrapAdjustment (Turn) 7 7
Upper Limit
12.* TCBS TurnCount BrakeStop (Turn) 46000 46000
13.* A1 Coeff__l in (none) 0.6980403 0.6980403
Variable Gains
14.* A2 Coeff_2 in (none) 5.738031e-6 5.738031e-6
Variable Gain
15. STOPDEPLOY Time from eject, for (s) 5000 4600
Brake Ramping up
......... INITIAL CONDITIONS AT EJECTION ..............................................
V0 Ejection velocity (m/s) 1.47 2.5
00 Ejection angle (deg) -31 -21
(up and forward)
...........................................................................................................
* These parameters are very likely to change for the SEDSAT flight tether
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Table 14showsthecontrollaw parametersfor SEDSAT_Ref53.Thelogical names
of thecontrol variablesin thefirst columnof Table 14arein accordancewith the
documentSEDS Deployer Flight Software Requirement Specification (DM06) [7].
Table 14 not only shows the values of the control and system parameters for the latest
control law SEDAT_Ref53_l Sep95 (V0 = 2.5 m/s) but also shows the corresponding
values of the previously released control law SEDSAT Ref39_6Dec94 (V0 = 1.47 m/s).
As indicated in Table 14, some of the control parameters will likely need to be
changed as the characteristics of the flight tether for SEDSAT will become known after
the deployment tests are conducted.
The reference profiles, which are expressed in terms of number of deployed turns
and turn rate, will also have to be modified as a consequence of a change in the
relationship between tether length and tether turns. The maximum number of tether turns
on the spool used to derive SEDSAT_Ref53 is 46200. The reference tables for
SEDSAT_Ref53 are shown in Appendix I. The reference length, rate and brake profiles
are shown in Fig. 31. Note that the in-plane libration angle and angular rate, depicted in
Fig. 31, are not reference variables. They are shown here only for the sake of
completeness.
The dynamics of SEDSAT deployment according to the new reference profiles, for
reference conditions, is shown in Fig. 32. Under reference conditions, the satellite will
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Sensitivity of New Deployment Control Law to Errors
We rewrite here below the reference conditions which were adopted for deriving
SEDSAT_Ref53:
Tension model parameters
TO = minimum tension = 20 mN
I = inertia multiplier = 4.1
A = annulus solidity = 0.9424
E = area exponent = 0.6
f = friction coefficient = 0.18
Initial conditions
V0 = ejection velocity = 2.5 m/s
00 = ejection angle = -21 ° (up and forward)
Table 2 shows the timing errors At at the crossing of LV with respect to the nominal
value for errors affecting the minimum tension TO, the Inertia Multiplier I, the ejection
angle 00 and the ejection velocity V0.
Table 2. At (s) errors at the crossing of LV for SEDSAT_Ref53
Lead cases At error at LV At error at LV Lag cases
Ref conditions but -8 s +8 s Ref conditions but
To = 10 mN (-50%) TO = 30 mN (+50%)
Ref conditions but -40 s +60 s Ref conditions but
I = 5.1 (+25%) I = 3.1 (-25%)
Ref conditions but -54 s +60 s Ref conditions but
00 = -23 ° (+10%) 00 = -19 ° (-10%)
Ref conditions but -90 s +94 s Ref conditions but
Vo = 2.63 m/s (+5%) VO = 2.38 m/s (-5%)
Timing errors due to initial conditions are proportional to initial condition errors as
follows:
18 s per 1% of ejection velocity (magnitude) error
28 s per 1° (or 5%) ejection angle error
Timing errors at LV crossing (and release) of less than +100 s have negligible effect
(< 100 m altitude variations) on the perigee height after release. The effect on the apogee
altitude is less than +1% of the apogee height after release. Timing errors of +100 s
correspond to maximum tether angle deviations with respect to LV of about +10 °.
In Figs. 33(a)-33(h) the dynamics of SEDSAT for off-nominal values of the
parameters above is compared to the nominal deployment dynamics.
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Fig. 33(a). Sensitivity of deployment to Minimum Tension
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Fig. 33(c). Sensitivity of deployment to Inertia Multiplier
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Fig. 34(b). SEDSAT deployment for V0 = 2 m/s (malfunction; total AV).
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Finally, a malfunction of the ejection mechanism was analyzed. In this scenario, the
ejection velocity is reduced from V0 = 2.5 m/s to V0 = 2 rn/s due to an assumed breakage
of one ejection spring. The dynamics of SEDSAT for this malfunction is shown in Figs.
34(a)-34(b). The satellite deployment still reaches a length of about 20 km (19.8 km to
be specific) in 4488 s (only 8 s longer than the nominal case) but the tether will cross LV
at t - 5182 s (i.e., 402 s longer than the nominal case). The orbital injection of the
satellite would still be acceptable i_f the satellite is released at the time the tether actually
crosses LV.
The AV imparted to the center of mass of the tether-satellite system consists of a
hanging component (that depends on tether length) and a swinging component that is due
to the motion of the tether-satellite system with respect to the LH-LV reference frame.
The hanging component is less affected by the timing errors than the swinging
component. The (nominal) hanging component AVH is equal to 21 m/s at release while
the (nominal) swinging component AVs is equal to 32 m/s. The nominal (i.e., reference
conditions) post-release orbit of the satellite-tether system is about 317 km x 560 km,
with respect to a spherical Earth of equatorial radius, after the first tether cut at the
Shuttle end.
The absolute time of the first cut (or equivalently the orbital anomaly) is not critical
for SEDSAT because there is no specific requirement on the phase of the final orbit for
this mission. However, the sensitivity of the release time to variations of the deployer's
model parameters can be more or less important depending on the level of crew and on-
board equipment involvement in estimating the tether LV crossing. In the simplest
scenario, the LV crossing could be based solely on the deployment start time and,
consequently, the insensitivity of the maneuver duration to different deployer's
parameters is important for obtaining an accurate AV at release.
For example the timing errors associated with the expected variations of the static
tension is only +-10 s. The hydraulic component (proportional to L_) in the deployer's
tension model also has an effect on the deployment dynamics and, hence, on the timing
and magnitude of AV at the crossing of LV. Unfortunately, the ejection angle that
cancels the effect of the hydraulic tension term has the opposite sign of the ejection angle
that cancels the effect of the minimum tension. It can be inferred from Fig. 33(c), which
show the libration angle for different values of the hydraulic tension term, that a variation
of the inertia multiplier I of +_25%, with respect to the reference value of 4.1, implies a
variation of the timing to cross LV of about +60 s.
The variation of the horizontal component of the total AV at release due to timing
errors of +_100 s is less than +_1 m/s at the nominal time of LV crossing. The variation of
the vertical component of the total AV is less than _+7 m/s at the nominal time of LV
crossing. However, a vertical AV produces an increase (or decrease) of the orbital height
which is about 1/4 of the effect produced by an horizontal AV.
In summary, if the tether cut is done at the nominal time of LV crossing from the
start of deployment, the dispersion of the horizontal AV component is minimized, If the
same tether cut is done at the actual crossing of LV, the dispersion of the vertical AV
component is minimized. The latter case requires more crew and on-board equipment
involvement. The two cases produce comparable dispersion in terms of the height of the
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final orbit. The former case can produce a slightly different phasing of the initial and
final orbit which, however, is not an issue for SEDSAT at present.
The time accuracy at release is definitely important for future missions which are
expected to use a SEDS-type deployer for the atmospheric reentry of capsules. In this
case the dispersion of the absolute time at release determines to a large extent the
dispersion of the reentry capsule footprint. For instance, a timing error of the reentry AV
in LEO of +_20 s implies, approximately, a +148 km (+80 nmi) error in the length of the
footprint. It is worth remembering that the length of the footprint of the Gemini capsule
was typically +185 km (+100 nmi) [7].
Concluding Remarks
In 1997, SEDSAT will the deployed on a 20-km-long tether from the Shuttle orbiting
on a 297-km circular orbit and released into a higher orbit. The final tether length of 20
km is reached in 1 hr 14 min 40 s according to the new control law SEDSAT_Ref53
described in this report. Upon crossing the local vertical at t = 1 hr 19 min 40 s (i.e.,
5 rain after reaching the final deployed length), the tether is cut at the Shuttle and,
consequently, the satellite with the attached tether is injected into an higher orbit thanks
to the librating tether acting as a sling shot. After the first tether cut (at the Shuttle end)
the orbit of the satellite-tether system will be about 317 km x 560 km, with respect to a
spherical Earth.
The expected timing errors at LV crossing (and release) of less than +100 s have
negligible effect (< 100 m altitude variations) on the perigee height after release. The
effect on the apogee altitude is approximately +1% of the apogee height after release (i.e.,
about 6 km). Timing errors of +100 s correspond to maximum tether angle deviations
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RITZ METHOD WITH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
> b:=1/(1 +32/(3.3E-4*20E3))/2;
> with(linalg):
Warning: new definition for




F := v ---_K cos(2 n = v) + sin(2 n _ v)
> R2:=int(F(v),v=b-l..b)+(1/2/b-1)*F(b):
> Kn2:=solve(R2=O,K) $ n=1..4;
Kn2 := -.5955804727, -1.845948652, 24.55995647, 1.533481529
> DF2:=diff(diff(F(v),v),v):
> R1 :=subs(v=b,DF2);
> Knl :=solve(Rl=O,K) $ n=1..4;
R1 := -4 K cos(. 1709844560 n _) n 2 rc2 -4 sin(. 1709844560 n _) n 2 rc2
Knl := -.5955804728, - 1.845948652, 24.55995647, 1.533481529
> evalf(subs({K=Kn 1[1],n=1 },R1));
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> F1:=subs({K=Kn 1[1],n=1 },F(v));
F1 := -.5955804728 cos(2 _ v) + sin(2 x v)
> F2:=subs({K=Knl[2],n=2},F(v));
F2 := -1.845948652 cos(4 n v) + sin(4 _ v)
> F3:=subs({K=Knl[3],n=3},F(v));
F3 := 24.55995647 cos(6 x v) + sin(6 _: u)
> F4:=subs({K=Knl [4],n=4},F(v));
F4 := 1.533481529 cos( 8 rc v ) + sin( 8 x v )
> plot({F1 ,F2,F3,F4},v=b-1 ..b);
,,. f ',,
> c:=array( 1..4,1..4);
c := array(1 ..4, 1 ..4,[ ])

















































































> cp:=array(1 ..4,1 ..4);
cp := array(1 ..4, 1 ..4,[ ])





























eP3, 1 := 10.72859140
cP3, 2 := 61.92499789
c'P3, .D3 "--151.0478655
•cP3,4:= 77.14261558









CP4 "_, 4 -.8378914009
> cs:=array(1..4,1..4):
> cs[1,1 ]:=int(F1 *diff(diff(F1 ,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b- 1..b);
> cs[1,2]:=int(Fl*diff(diff(F2,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
> cs[1,3]:=int(F1 *diff(diff(F3,v),v)*((b- 1)**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
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cs := - 13.66560282
2,4
> cs[3,1 ]:=int(F3*diff(diff(F 1,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b- 1 ..b);
> cs[3,2]:=int(F3*diff(diff(F2,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
> cs[3,3]:=int(F3*diff(diff(F3,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
A5










> cs[4,1]:=int(F4*diff(diff(F1 ,v),v)*((b-1)**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
> cs[4,2]:=int(F4*diff(diff(F2,v),v)*((b-1)**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
> cs[4,3]:=int(F4*diff(diff(F3,v),v)*((b-1)**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);
> cs[4,4]:=int(F4*diff(diff(F4,v),v)*((b-1 )**2-v**2),v=b-1 ..b);









ai:=[al a2 a3 a4]
> ais:=array([als,a2.s,a3s,a4s]);



























Maple does not have Legendre functions of the second kind, but they can be given in
terms of Pn(x) through the formula (cf. Abramowitz, 8.6.19):
> WW:=(n,x)->sum(P(i-1 ,x)*P(n+l-i,x)/i,i=l ..n+l);
n+]
WW := (n, x) --_ Z
i=l
P(i - 1, x) P(n + 1 - i, x)
> Q:=(n,x)->P(n,x)*ln((x+l )/(1-x))/2-WW(n-1 ,x);
Q := (n,x)-+_P(n,x) In
> lambda0:=n->n*(n+l)/2;
1
_,0 :=n ---__ n (n+ 1)
> lambdal :=n->4*(1-1ambda0(n))*(n+l/2)*GAMMA(1 +n/2)**2/GAMMA((l+n)/2)**2/Pi/lambda0(n);
I '1<'1(1 - _,O(n)) n+_ l+_n
%1 :=n --+4
_ln +l) 2/_ _0(n)
The solution of the Diff.Eq. in space is:
> F0:=(n,x)->P(n,x);





Fl :=(n,x)-+P(n,x)(I K+2_,l(n), P(n,u)Q(n,u)du
, 0
+Q(n,x) 4
  0 n -1, a+1nl2
-2 _,l(n) ;P(n, u) 2 du
0
F := P + .09348441929 F1
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Where the constant K is not determinedby the B.C.; probably we would have to go to the
e*e approximation to have it determined. We will try later to choose a value that minimizes
deviation from the approximate B.C.
> lambda:=n->lambda0(n)+epsilon*lambdal (n);




(n, x) _ ( 1 -x 2) diff(diff(F(n, x), x), x) - 2 x diff(F(n, x), x) + 2 _(n) F(n, x)
We will see how close the asymptotic development solution meets the equation; since K
is not determined, we will give several values:






















-i -o'.o -016 ,, -0.4 -o.L---f O-_z.
We will check that the solutions F0 and F1 are of the same order:
> plot({FO(5,x),subs(K=0,Fl(5,x)),subs(K=O.5,F1 (5,x)),subs(K= 1,F1 (5,x))},x=-I ..epsilon,title="Functions f
> or n=5 and different K');
Functions for n=5 and different K
0.5
-I /" _,8/ --0,.6....^ -O,4x"., -0.2
!_,%/i/j.. . 2 I - _ Ol - I .... "0. _5
)s./
> plot({F0(3,x),subs(K=O,Fl(3,x)),subs(K=0.5,Fl(3,x)),subs(K= 1,FI(3,x))},x=-I ..epsilon,title='Functions f
> or n=3 and different K');
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> plot({FO(1,x),subs(K=0,F1 (1 ,x)),subs(K=O.5,F1 (1,x)),subs(K- 1,F1(1 ,x))},x=-I ..epsilon,title="Functions for n=
> 1 and different K');
Functions for n=l and different K
-1 -0.8 .-0.6 x -0.4 -0.2











The three B.C. (second derivative zero at b/(1-b), first derivative=lambda*function/b,
and Center of Mass integral) are the same when the Diff.Eq. is fulfilled; since this
solution is approximate, the three B.C. will also be approximately met. We will try to
choose the value of K so as to bring them closer.
> phil :=eval(F(1 ,x));







> phil p:=diff(phil ,x);
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philp := 1 + .09348441929 K
> phi3p:=ditt(phi3,x):
> phiSp:=ditt(phiS,x):











R3p := .00209883271 + .05704708175 K




Rli := -.2 10 -9 - .2 10 -10 K
R3i := -.00433781797 -. 1097409326 10" 10 1 - .05250279174 K
R5i := .0589231983 + .2194818653 10 "10 1+ .07157678227 K
The lirst eigenfunction is linear; the value of K does not affect the B.C. at all: make it zero.
> Kp[1]:=solve(R1 p, K);
> Ks[ 1]: =solve(R 1s, K);




> plot(subs(K=O, phil),x=-l..epsilon, title= First P_.igentunctton tor K=0);
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l_t Eigenfunetion for K=0










> plot({R3p, R3s,Re(R3i)},K=-10..lO,title='B.C. Residuals for different K');









We will choose the one minimizing the residual of the two B.C. which apply to the general





> x=-I ..epsilon,title='Second eigenfunction for different K');
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Second eigenfunction for different K










> plot({R5p,R5s,Re(R5i)},K=-10..10,title='B.C. Residuals for different K');

















> x=-I ..epsilon,title='Third Eigenfunction for different K');
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The value of K does not affect much the shape of the 3rd and 5th FAgenfunctions; the
value of the B.C. residuals is small, except for the 5th function. So we will choose K=0
for the 1st Eigenfunction, and K=Kav for the 3rd and 5th, which minimizes the sum of
the two ideally identical B.C. If we try to minimize the In-st derivative B.C., the function
will be closer to the eigenfunctions, but the B.C. Ritz trial functions must fulfill would be
less accurately met; so we choose K to minimize only Ri and Rs.
> plot({subs(K=0,phil),subs(K=Kav[3],phi3),subs(K=Kav[5],phi5)},x=-I ..epsilon,title=" Functions for K min
> imizing B.C. residuals');
Functions for K rnln;m;_ B.C. residuals
/











_3:-_5x3-zx+.09348441929 _x -_x -_
315]n _ l+x_ 3 375x6 375_ 1+X)xT+81n__2__
-_- - --']-_-xJ x +_- -_- --1 +x
+-_-25 ha( l+x-] )Tx5 + 45 x2-'_ In(2)) +8 .09348441929







315 1 +x x3+..__x 664 -1 +x 64
+ --_- In - -1 + x" x5 +--x 2 ---_- ln(2)
(1(5 3 3 ),(l+x'_ 5 2 2'(15 375 7+.09348441929 -_ "_x -_x m_, __x )--_x +-_J_,_-+-_-x
--_x+.09348441929 x -_x 1"741844807-i61n - -1 +x ---_-x
1 +x lx7 +-_ ln_-2 lx- )
-1 _x) -1 +
315 3 315 )+--_- x 16 x5
> phi5:=subs(K=Kav[5],phi5);
63 5___x3 15 (63x5 __ 3 ._ )(¢5 :=Tx x x+ --if-x + .09348441929 -- - + .6094225187
105ha( 1 )992985 8 86625 (l+X)x 3 278495 4+-_- -2 -1 +--'-'_ 2048 x 4096 In -1 _xxj 204---_ x
416745 1.+x. xl 1 1051n 1 282975 l+x 9
m_ -- - X
4096 -1 +x) 64 -1 +x" + 1024 -1 +x
( ( ) 53_- 41674510
l+x'_ 5 560175 In - l+x x 7+ x 2+ x
+ 121275102______ha - :i7-x.)X 2048 -1 +x 2048
10_.._5ha(2)| "_+ .09348441929
32 J
--mX X X - x 2
4 -2 3 -
105 121275x5 86625 3 560175+_x +--32 512 2048 1024
35x3 8 )ha(l+x'l 21
"T + x \ l - x J -T
7 282975x9+416745 11"]
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A3, 2 := -.0006923039365
A3, 3 := .1260037526
> Ap:=matrix(3,3);









Ap :=array(1 .. 3, 1 ..3,[ ])
APl, 1 := .3336056639
APl, 2 := 1.163546054
APl, 3 := 1.096924487
AP2, 1 := .01171152560
AP2, 2 := .5937740239
AP2, 3 := 1.280153230
AP3, 1 "=-.005983207929
AP3, 2 := .008282910645
AP3, 3 := .5252840045
> As:=matnx(3,3);
> As[l, 1]:=evalf(int(Re((1 -x*x)*phi 1*phil s),x=-I ..epsilon));
> As[1,2]:=evalf(int(Re((1-x*x)*phil*phi3s),x=-l..epsilon));
> As[1,3]:=evalf(int(Re((1 -x*x)*phi 1*phi5s),x=-l..epsilon));
> As[2,1 ]:=evalf(int(Re((1 -x*x)*phi3*phi 1s),x=-l..epsilon));
> As[2,2]:=evalf(int(Re((1-x*x)*phi3*phi3s),x=-I ..epsilon));
> As[2,3]:=evalf(int(Re((1-x*x)*phi3*phi5s),x=-I ..epsilon));









ASl, 3 := 2.375025574
As2, 1 := 0
As2, 2 := -1.267162894




















SEMIAXIS AND EXCENTRICITY PERTURBATIONS: DEPENDENCE ON THETA AND DELTA
• with(plots):




u := j3 sin(O) 2 - 3 sin(¢x 0) 2
PERTURBATION OF SEMIAXIS
• da:=2*cos(delta)*(u+2);



















_O BIG THi_TA AND :SMALL DELTA/VIAXIIVIILI_ APOGIgI_ I'IIKIGI-I.T,' BUT Ai._O











AS EXPECTED, THE MAXIMUM PERIGEE DEPENDS ON VERTICAL DISTANCE, AND IS NOT
AFFECTED BY SPEED. IT IS HIGH AS LONG AS DELTA IS CLOSE TO













SHUTTLE IN CIRCULAR ORBIT




IINITIAL £OSI'I'IOiN OF CE_N 1ER UF MASS AT FI.R_T CUT:
(epsilon: C.O.M. length/circular orbit radius)
> r:=array([ta___r(r_*(1+e_s___n_c_s(de_ta))'___i__n)___tay__r(r_*e_si__n_sin(de_ta)_e_si__n)]);
r := [rO_ + tO- cos(_) _ 0 tO- sin(8~) c]




AN(./.ULAR MUIVIENTUM I'ER UNIT _q._[S:
> h:=crossprod(r,v);
h := [0 (rO- sin(8--) s)( - to0 r0- (1 + u) sin(8_) s)
- (rO- + rO-- cos(8--) _) (o0 r0- + o0 r0- ( 1 + u) cos(8--) _) 0]
> lae:=slmpllty(taylor(la[XJ,epsllon));
he "--
" e)O rO-2 + -2 rO_2 cos(8~) rDO- rO~2 cos(8~) o_0 u e + -o_0 rO-2 - rO-2 o_0 u I s 2
> r2:=s=mpltty(taylor(sqrt(clotprocl(r,r,'ortnogonar )),epsilon),tng);
t l 1 rO_ cos(_--) 2 s 2 +r2 := tO- + rO_ cos(<_ ) s + _ rO- -
1 1 rO_cos(8~) 3 s 3 5 )4_ 1 rO_ 4
_ r0_ cos(_-) + _ + _rO-cos(8~)2--srO-cos(8 ~ -8 +








• el :=simplify(taylor(e[1 ],epsilon,4));
el := (3 cos(_.) + 2 cos(8~) u) _ cos(_i_) 2 + 3 u cos(&_) 2 + cos(8~) 2 u 2 + _ + u






e3 := sin(a-) u _ + 3 cos(a-) sin(a-) + 3 cos(k-) sin(a-) u + cos(k-) sin(k-) u2! e 2 +




ee :=.: °//_oI s +_cos(a-)
9 cos(a-) 2 + 18 u cos(a~) 2 + 9 + 18 u + 12 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + 2 u 3 cos(a~) 2 + I0 u 2 + 2 u 3
/.j o//-_-oi 2 I ,/o@_-oi-528 cos(a-) 4 u 4 - 8 u 5 - 20 u 4 - 4 cos(a-) 4 u 6 - 24 u 5 cos(a-) 2
s -_
- 80 u 5 cos(a-) 4 - 120 cos(a-) 2 u 4 - 324 cos(a-) 4 + 108 cos(a-) 6 + 4 cos(a~) 6 u 6
- 2067 u 2 cos(8~) 4 + 636 cos(a-) 6 u 3 + 48 cos(a-) 6 u 5 - 1552 u 3 cos(a-) 4
+ 252 cos(a-) 6 u 4 + 753 cos(a-) 6 u 2 + 432 cos(a-) 6 u - 1296 u cos(a-) 4
- 45 c9s(8-) 2 u 2 - 24 u 3 - 9 u 2 - 132 u 3 cos(a~) 2 / 81 cos(a-) 4 +216 u cos(a-) 4
+ 198 u 2 cos(a~) 4 + 18 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + 72 u 3 cos(a~) 4 +24 u 3 cos(a~) 2
+ 9 cos(a-) 4 u 4 + 6 cos(a-) 2 u 4 + u 4 s 3 + C_s 4]
%1 :-- 9 cos(a~) 2 + 12 u cos(a~) 2 + 3 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> eel :=slmplify(coett(ee,epsllon, 1),tng);
eel := j9 cos(a-) 2 + 12 u cos(a-) 2 + 3 cos(a-) 2 u 2 + u 2
> ee2:=stmpllfy(eval(coeft(ee,epsllon,2)));
1
ee2 := _ cos(a-)
9 cos(a-) 2 + 18 u cos(a-) 2 + 9 + 18 u + 12 cos(8~) 2 u 2 +2 u 3 cos(8~) 2 + 10 u 2 + 2 u 3
/ j9 cos(a~) 2 + 12 u cos(a-) 2 + 3 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + u 2
ENERGY CONSTANT
> EN:=simplify(taylor(dotprod(v,v,'orthogonar)/2-mu/r2,epsilon,4));
1 la p. cos(8_) (2 + u) 1 l.t -3 cos(a-) 2 + 2 + 2 u + u 2 c2 +EN'- _ c+
2 rO_ rO- 2 rO_
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> a:=simplify(taylor(-mulENI2,epsilon,4));
a := rO- + (4 rO_ cos( 5_ ) + 2 rO_ cos(5~ ) u) _ +
113 rO_ cos(5~) 2 + 2 rO_ + 2 rO_ u + rO_ u 2 + 16 rO_ cos(8~) 2 u + 4 rO_ cos(_5~) 2 u 2,
2
+ 13 tO- cos(5-) + 45 tO- cos(5-) 3 + 24 tO- cos(8~) u + 16 rO- eos(_5~) u 2
3! 3
+ 84 tO- cos(5~) 3 u + 4 rO- cos(6-) u 3 + 48 rO- cos(5~) 3 u 2 + 8 rO_ cos(5-) 3 u je
+(_4
> slmplity(coeff(a,epsilon,2)/r0);
13 cos(6~) 2 + 2 + 2 u + u 2 + 16 u cos(5_) 2 + 4 cos(_5~) 2 u 2
MEAN ANGULAR RATE (lIMES CIRCULAR JKA'I'E)
> n:=simpli_(taylor(sqrt(r0*r0*r0/a/a/a),epsilon,4));
n := 1 + (-6 cos(_5-) - 3 cos(cS~ ) u) c +
1_22_ 3u2 3 2 + 6cos(5_)2_3_3u__ +6ucos(6~)2+_cos(6_) u 2 2 cos(6~)u 2
3 25 )3 3
+3cos(6~)3u2+_cos(5-)3u+9cos(6~)u--_cos(6 ~ + _ cos(6~) u 3
21 je 30_e41 u3 cos(t%.) 3 + cos(8~) +
ORBITAL PERIOD (l'lME_i 2PFCIRCULAR RATE)
> t:=simplify(taylor((a/r0)**(3/2),epsilon,3));
t := 1 + (6 cos(f~) + 3 cos(_--) u) e +
-_ 3u2 _ u2cos(5-) 2 + 3 + 3 u + _ + 30 u cos(5~) 2 + cos(6~) 2 _2 + C_e3
INCREASE IN PERIGEE HEIGHT OVER CIRCULAR ORBIT
> d h p:=simplify(taylor(a*(1-ee)-r0,epsilon,3));
dhp := l-rO- _ + 4 rO- cos(5-) + 2 rO- cos(6~) u I_ - 1
_rO_ 81 cos(6-) 3
+ 150 cos(5~) 3 u + 9 cos(5~) + 18 cos(5~) u + 84 cos(f~) 3 u 2 + 14 u 3 cos(6~) 3
+ 18 cos(6-) u 2 + 6 cos(6-) u 3 - 26 cos(6-) 2 °_ol -4 _ -4 u _°//_ol - 2 u 2 j'%l
-32 cos(6~) 2 u °//-_01- 8 cos(6~) 2 u 2 o_ /o/-_- i- 2 + C_e3
%1 := 9 cos(f-) 2 + 12 u cos(5--) 2 + 3 cos(_5-) 2 u 2 + u 2
U_Cg_ASE IN AeOGEE HEIG_]"
> dha:=simplifiI(taylor(a*(1 +ee)-r0,epsilon,3));
1
dha := trO_ °_1 + 4 rO- eos(_5~ ) + 2 rO~ cos((5~ ) u i e + _ rO- 81 cos(_5_)3
+ 150 cos(5-) 3 u + 9 cos((3~) + 18 cos(iS~) u + 84 cos(5~) 3 u 2 + 14 u 3 cos(iS~) 3
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+ 18 cos(8-) u 2 + 6 cos(8-) u 3 + 26 cos(8~) 2 ,/%1 + 4 ._°//_ol + 4 u _ + 2 u 2 /%1
,4
+32cos(8~) 2u.JV/_ol +8cos(8_) 2u 2v/%_-/V._e 2+Oe 3
%1 := 9 cos(8-) 2 + 12 u cos(8-) 2 + 3 cos(8~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> dh pt:=convert(simplify(su bs({u=sqrt(a'sin(theta*Pi/a 8)--2-3"sin(delta)"2), r0=6378.16},dhpj),polynom
>):
> dllpts:=subs(epsilon=O.9145"20/637& 16,dhpt) $ theta=3..6:








-o'.4 -o'.2 o o.4
• dhat:=convert(simplity(subs({u=sqrt(3"sin(theta'Pill 8)"'2-a'sin(delta)--2),rO=637& 16},dha)),polynom
> ):
> dhats:=subs(epsilon=O.9145"2016378.16,dhat) $ theta=3..6:

















sinnuO :- _ - _ sin(_- ) u cos( 6~ )
9 cos(5~) 2 + 24 u cos(5~) 2 + 18 cos(6~) 2 u 2 - 8 u 2 + 4 u 3 cos(5~) 2 - 9 - 18 ul/
3/2 1
%1 _.+-8sin(5~)u1378cos(5~)6-792u3 cos(f--)2 +1836cos(8~)6 u
+ 3171 cos(6~) 6 u 2 - 999 cos(6~) 2 u 2 + 24 u 3 + 16 u 4 + 9 u 2 + 176 u 5 cos(6~) 4
- 324 cos(6-) 2 u 4 + 12 cos(5-) 6 u 6 - 21 u 2 cos(5~) 4 + 468 cos(5~) 4 u 4
+ 20 cos(N--) 4 u 6 - 48 u 5 cos(8~) 2 + 1032 cos(8-) 6 u 4 - 108 u cos(8~) 4
- 162 cos(6~) 2 - 648 u cos(&--) 2 + 2568 cos(6~) 6 u 3 + 192 cos(6~) 6 u 5
5/2 c2 t_e3+400u 3 cos(6~)4i/%1 +
%1 := 9 cos(_5-) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(5~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> nuO:=simplify(simplify(taylor(arcsin(sinnuO),epsilon,5),sqrt,assume=positive});
vO :=- arcsi_ sin(_5-) uf 1
- _ sin<5~) u
I9 cos(_5~) 2 + 24 u cos(_~) 2 + 18 cos(5~) 2 u 2- 8 u 2 + 4 u 3 cos(6-) 2- 9- 18 u t
3/2 [(3 + 2 u) 2 1
signum(cos(6~))/%1 %1 e +_ 8 cos(5~) 4 u 6 + 8 u 6 cos(5~) 2
,/
+ 68 u 5 cos(8-) 2 - 16 u 5 + 108 u 5 cos(5~) 4 - 124 u 4 + 180 cos(_~) 2 u 4
+ 540 cos(5~) 4 u 4- 354 u 3 + 152 u 3 cos(_5~) 2 + 1302 u 3 cos(5~) 4 -486 u 2
- 24 cos(_5~) 2 u 2 + 1590 u 2 cos(6~) 4 + 918 u cos(6-) 4 - 324 u - 54 u cos(5~) 2 - 81
r e 25/2j(3+2u) 2 _ 3+ 189 cos(5~) 4 sin(8~) u signum(cos(8~)) cos(8~)/%1 %1 +
%1 := 9 cos(g~) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(_5~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> sEmplify(coeff(nuO,epsilon,O));
• I sin(5~ ) u
-arcs J9 cos(5~) 2 + 12 u cos(8~) 2 + 3 cos(8~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> slmplily(simplffy(coeft( nuO,epsilon, l),sqrt,assume= positive), pow);
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_ 1_signum(cos(5-)) 2 cos(5-) 2 u"° _ 4 u + 6 u cos(5-) 2 - 3 + 3 cos(5~) 2 u sin(5~)
2
9 cos(5-) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(5-) 2 u 2 + u 2
, 3/2





(3 +2 u)(4 u+3)
INITIAL ANGULAR [SPEED OF ELLIPTIC ORBITAL FRAME
NOTE MAPLEV'S GLORIOUS STUPIDITY IN EASY SIMPLIFICATIONS,
WHILE HANDLING DIFFICULT ONES WELL.
> nup:=subs(signum(cos(delta))=l ,simplifi/(taylor(n*(l+ee*cos(nu0))^2/(1-ee*ee)^(3/2),epsilon,3)));
' _ _/(3+%12 [ --270'2 u)2 6 cos(5-)-3 cos(5~) u g u cos.5-2( )nup := 1 + 4,,,, cos(5-)./
- 216 cos(5~) 2 u 2 - 9 u 2 + 82 cos(5-) 2 u 4 - 81 cos(5-) 2 + 20 u 5 cos(5-) 2
+ 60 u 5 cos(5_) 4 - 18 u 3 + 30 u 3 cos(5-) 2 + 558 cos(5-) 4 u 4 - 8 u 4
+ 1992 u 3 cos(5_) 4 + 3411 u 2 cos(5~) 4 + 2808 u cos(5-) 4 + 891 cos(5_) 4
' i I+3u 3/°_ol j(3+2u) 2 (3+2u) 2 u2 (3+2u) 2+ 3 ,j°//_ol - 297 cos(5_) 4 _ _ %1' %1 %1
I(3+2u) 2 30u40_ol i(3+2u) 2 cos(5_)4
+ 27 cos(5-) 2 _ j %1 _ %1
_ (3 + 2 u) 2 cos(5_)4-10u4J°T1 (3+2u)2%1 c°s(5-)2 720u °/_°li/ %1
/ /(3+2u)2 cos(5~)2+63u oj-_ol (3+2u) 2 cos(5_)2+12u2 o/f%-]-,J%1 %1
!(3+2u) 2 u 2 /(3+2u) 2
- 27 u 3 _ ,! O/ol c°s(5~)2 - 621 _ g/f1 c°s(5-)4
-228u3"°/_d _ (3+2u'2%1 c°s(5~)4/ %13/2,j/(3+2u)2%1 e2+_g31
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%1 := 9 cos(5-) 2 + 12 u cos(8-) 2 + 3 cos(&--) 2 u 2 + u 2
WI]'H A LIT]FLE COAXING, IT WILL DO IT:
> nupl :=simp_ify(subs(_*c_s(de_ta)^2+12*__s(de_ta)^2*u+3*c_s(de_ta)^2*u^2+u^2=c_c_e_(nup_epsi__n'
> 1)),sqrt,assume=positive);
nupl := cos(6~) u
> nup2:=coeff(nup,epsilon,2);
nup2 := - -270 u cos(6~) 2 - 216 cos(6~) 2 u2 _ 9 u 2 + 82 cos(6~) 2 u 4 - 81 cos(6-) 2
+ 20 u 5 cos(6~) 2 + 60 u 5 cos(6~) 4 - 18 u 3 + 30 u 3 cos(6~) 2 + 558 cos(6~) 4 u 4 - 8 u 4
+ 1992 u 3 cos(_-_) 4 + 3411 u 2 cos(6~) 4 + 2808 u cos(6~) 4 + 891 cos(6~) 4
+3u3 °'/-_°l] (3+2u)2%1 +3 */J_ i(3+2u)2 u2-297eos(6~)4 °/°_ol](3+2u)2%1 %1
+ 27 c°s(6~)2 °/f-----°ll (3 + 2 u)2%1 30 u4 °/_i(3 +2 u)2%1 e°s(6~)4
J°_-i-°l I _ /(3 + 2 u) 2 cos(6~)4
_10u 4 (3+2u) 2 cos(&..)2 720u °/-_j%1 %1
+63u_ (3+2u) 2 cos(f~)2+12u 2_ (3+2u) 2 cos(6~)2
q %1 %1
-27u3° °lj (3+2u)2%1 c°s(6~)2- 621 u2 °"°/_°1°1_ (3 +2 u)2%1 c°s(6~)4
-228u3O olj (3+2u)2 /%1 1%1 c°s(6-)4 3/2 i (3 + 2 u) 2
,/ %1
%1 :- 9 cos(6~) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(6~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> nup2s:=suDs({(9"cos(aeltay'2+ 12"cos(i:leltay'2"u+3"cos(delta)"2"u^2+ u"2)=c,sqrt((3¥2-u)^2/(9-cos(d
> elta)^2+12*cos(delta)^2*u+3*cos(delta)^2*u^2+u^2))=(3+2*u)/sqrt(c)},nup2);
nup2s := -1-270 u cos(6-) 2 - 216 cos(6-) 2 u 2 - 9 u 2 - 621 u 2 (3 + 2 u) cos(6~) 4
- 228 u 3 (3 + 2 u) cos(&-) 4 - 27 u 3 (3 + 2 u) cos(6-) 2 - 30 u 4 (3 + 2 u) cos(6~) 4
- 10 u 4 (3 + 2 u) cos(6~) 2 + 27 cos(6~) 2 (3 + 2 u) - 720 u (3 + 2 u) cos(5~) 4
+ 63 u (3 + 2 u) cos(&-) 2 + 12 u 2 (3 + 2 u) cos(&,) 2 + 3 u 3 (3 + 2 u) + 3 (3 + 2 u) u 2
- 297 cos(8~) 4 (3 +2 u) + 82 cos(6~) 2 u 4 - 81 cos(6~) 2 + 20 u 5 cos(8~) 2





+ 1992 u 3 cos(5-) 4 + 3411 u 2 cos(5-) 4 + 2808 u cos(6-) 4 + 891 cos(5~)4j/c
(3 + 2 u) 2
c
> nup2ss:=s_mp_ify(simp_fy(nup2s_sqrt)_(_(3_2)_sqrt((_+2_u)^2_)_c_(3+2_u_radi_a_);
nup2ss := -i-cos(5-) 2 u 2 + 6 u 2 cos(_-) 4 - u 2 - 12 u cosO%) 2 + 24 u cos(5-) 4
+ 18 cos(5-) 4 - 9 cos(5~) 2 u/c
> nup2sss_=subs(c=9_c_s(de_ta)_`2+12_c_s(de_ta)^2_u+3_c_s(de_ta)_`2_u^2+u``2_nup2ss);
nup2sss := - -cos(5-) 2 u 2 + 6 u2 cos(5-) 4 - u 2 - 12 u cos(6~) 2 + 24 u cos(5-) 4
+ 18 cos(5_) 4 - 9 cos(5-) 2 u  9 cos(5-) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(5-) 2 u 2 + U2
FINALLY:
> nup22:=simplify(nup2sss,radical);
nup22 := -u 2 cos(8~) 2 - l j
WE'LL CHECK FOR SIMI'LIFICA'I'IUN ERRORS: O.K.
> plot(subs(cos(delta)=O.5,nup2-nup2sss),u=-l.5.. 1.5);
> nudiffO:=1+nup1"epsilon+nup22"epsllon^2;
nudif_ := 1 + cos(5~) u _ - u 2 cos(5_) 2 - 1 2
> psl0:=simplify(taylor((u+ 1-nudiftO)/nudift0,epsilon,3));
W0 := u + -cos(_5~) u - cos(5~) u 2 c +
2 ucos(5~) 2- u+3c°s(5~) 2u2-u2+u3c°s(5-) 21E2i + Oe3
> tactor(coeff(psiO,epsilon,2));
u ( 1 + u) u cos(5-) 2 + 2 cos(5~) 2 - 1
ANGULAR SFEED IN C.O.M. ELLII'TIC ORBIT
> nudi_:=_ub_(signum(c_s(de_ta))=1_simp_ify(tay__r(n*(1+ee*c_s(nu))^2_(1-ee*ee)^(3_2)_epsi__n_4)));
nudiff := 1 + 12 cos(v) - 6 cos(5~ ) - 3 cos( 5~ ) u I e - 3 u
+ 99 cos(_%) 3 cos(v)- 24 cos(5~) 2 _ + 3 _ - 24 cos(5-) 2 u
-6 cos(6-) 2 u 2 _ - cos(v) 2 */_ u 2 - 12 cos(v) 2 _ u cos(5~) 2
- 3 cos(v) 2 o_ cos(5~)2 u 2 _ 9 cos(v) 2 _ cos(5~) 2 + 2 cos(5-) cos(v) u 2
- 18 cos(5~) cos(v) u + 4 cos(5~) cos(v) u 3 + 96 cos(5~) 3 cos(v) u 2
1
+ 16 cos(5~) 3 cos(v) u 3 + 180 cos(5-) 3 cos(v) u- 9 cos(5~) cos(v) /°/-_ol e 2 +_
72 cos(5-) cos(v) 2 °/_ol u 3 + 36 cos(5~) cos(v) 2 j°_-ol u 2
E8
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+ 1080 cos(6~) 3 cos(v) 2 o_ u- 3564 cos(v) cos(5~) 4 - 1416 cos(v) u 3 cos(5~) 2
- 13284 cos(v) u cos(5~) 4 - 603 cos(v) cos(5~) 2 u 2 + 864 cos(5-) 3
+ 9 cos(v) u 2 + 24 cos(v) u 3 - 16 cos(v) u 5 - 4 cos(v) u 4 + 144 cos(5-) u 3 of_
+ 96 cos(8~) u 2 _ + 2448 cos(5--)3 u _ + 324 cos(5~) 3 cos(v) 2 o_
+ 52176 cos(8~) 6 cos(v) u 3 + 1104 cos(5~) 4 cos(v) u 4 + 20772 cos(5~) 6 cos(v) u 4
+ 24 cos(5~) 2 cos(v) u 6 + 356 cos(5-) 6 cos(v) u 6 + 196 cos(5~) 4 cos(v) u 6
+ 4272 cos(&-,) 6 cos(v) u 5 + 1184 cos(5~) 4 cos(v) u 5 + 49140 cos(8~) 6 cos(v) u
- 120cos(6~) 5 J%l u5-g40cos(v) 2cos(6~) 5 o/_ol u4-8880cos(5...) 5 o/_ol u 2
- 96 cos(S~) 3 °/_ol u 4 + 48 cos(5--) °/_,1 u 4 + 70959 cos(S~) 6 cos(v) u 2
+ 16 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) */_ol u 4 - 4 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) °/_ol u 5
+ 48 cos(v) 2 cos(&.-) 3 _ u 3 - 40 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 3 _ u 5
- 84 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 5 _ u 5 - 5940 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 5 O/_ol u 2
- 168 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 3 o,_ u 4 + 13500 cos(S~) 6 cos(v)
- 3240 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 5 °/_ol u 3 - 5076 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 5 o._ u
-4680 cos(S~) 5 _ u 3 - 8160 cos(S~) 5 j'%l u + 2128 cos(S~) 3 °/_ol u 2
40 cos(S-) 3 °/_ol u 5 + 936 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 3 ; u 2
- ,/%1 - 15861 cos(S~) 4 cos(v) u 2
- 6008 cos(S-) 4 cos(v) u 3 - 96 cos(S~) 2 cos(v) u 5 - 864 cos(S~) 2 cos(v) u 4
- 1620 cos(v) 2 cos(S~) 5 _ - 2880 cos(S-) 5 .j °_ol + 528 cos(S~) 3 _ u 3
-1200cos(S~) 5 °/_u4/%13/2_: 3+Oe 4
%1 := 9 cos(S~) 2 + 12 u cos(S~) 2 + 3 cos(S~) 2 u 2 + u 2
"SINCE COE_'FICEN'I'_ _EEM T{.) GROW, WE WILL CHECK THAT _REATER
ORDER TERMS REMAIN SMALL, GIVING VALUES TO THETA AND DELTA
FOR A COMPLETE ORBIT IN NU:
> nudiffs:=convert(nudiff, polynom);
nudiffs := 1 + 12 cos(v) - 6 cos(S~) - 3 cos(S~) u te -13 u e4_
+ 99 cos(6~)3 cos(v) - 24 cos(S~) 2 °Sol + 3 _ - 24 cos(S-) 2 u
-6 cos(S~) 2 u 2 _ - cos(v) 2 _ u 2 - 12 cos(v) 2 _ u cos(S~) 2
- 3 cos(v) 2 °/_ol cos(S~) 2 u 2 - 9 cos(v) 2 _ cos(S~) 2 + 2 cos(S~) cos(v) u 2
- 18 cos(S~) cos(v), u + 4 cos(S-) cos(v) u 3 + 96 cos(S~) 3 cos(v) u 2
E9
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+ 16 cos(6~) 3 cos(v) u 3 + 180 cos(5-) 3 cos(v)u-9 cos(5~)cos(v)ie2/°/_ol +]
72 cos(5-) cos(v) 2 _ u 3 + 36 cos(6-) cos(v) 2 _ u 2
+ 1080 cos(5-) 3 cos(v) 2 ,/'%1 u - 3564 cos(v) cos(5~) 4 - 1416 cos(v) u 3 cos(_5~) 2
- 13284 cos(v) u cos(f-) 4 - 603 cos(v) cos(5~) 2 u 2 + 864 cos(5~) 3 ,/'%1
+ 9 cos(v) u 2 + 24 cos(v) u 3 - 16 cos(v) u 5 - 4 cos(v)u 4 + 144 cos(5-) u 3 o_
+ 96 cos(5_) u 2 o_ + 2448 cos(6_)3 u _ + 324 cos(5~) 3 cos(v) 2
+ 52176 cos(f-) 6 cos(v) u 3 + 1104 cos(5~) 4 cos(v) u 4 + 20772 cos(5~) 6 cos(v) u 4
+ 24 cos(6-) 2 cos(v) u 6 + 356 cos(f-) 6 cos(v) u 6 + 196 cos(f~) 4 cos(v) u 6
+ 4272 cos(6~) 6 cos(v) u 5 + 1184 cos(f~) 4 cos(v) u 5 + 49140 cos(5~) 6 cos(v) u
-120 cos(_5~) 5 °/_ol u5- 840 cos(v) 2 cos(5~) 5 _ u4- 8880 cos(_5-) 5 _ u 2
- 96 cos(5-) 3 °Sol u 4 + 48 cos(5~) °/_ol u 4 + 70959 cos(5~) 6 cos(v) u 2
+ 16 cos(v) 2 cos(5~) °/_ol u 4 -4 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) _ u 5
+ 48 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 3 _ u 3 -40 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 3 _ u 5
-84 cos(v) 2 cos(5~) 5 _ u 5- 5940 cos(v) 2 cos(5~) 5 _ u 2
- 168 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 3 j°_-ol u 4 + 13500 cos(5~) 6 cos(v)
- 3240 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 5 _ u 3 - 5076 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 5 _ u
-4680 cos(5-) 5 j %_--1-u 3 - 8160 cos(5_) 5 _ u + 2128 cos(5~) 3 j%l u 2
- 40 cos(5-) 3 °Sol u 5 + 936 cos(v) 2 cos(5~) 3 _ u 2- 15861 cos(5~) 4 cos(v) u 2
- 6008 cos(5-) 4 cos(v) u 3 - 96 cos(5~) 2 cos(v) u 5 - 864 cos(5~) 2 cos(v) u 4
-1620 cos(v) 2 cos(5-) 5 _ -2880 cos(5~) 5 _ + 528 cos(5~) 3 j°'%i-olu 3
-1200cos(5_) 5 °/_ol u 4 c3/%13/2
%1 := 9 cos(5~) 2 + 12 u cos(5~) 2 + 3 cos(5~) 2 u 2 + u 2
TERM OF ORDER EPSILON (DELTA 0, THETA 1 RADIAN):
> nud 1:=eval(subs({theta=l ,delta=O},subs(u=sqrt(3*sin(theta)^2-3*sin(delta)^2),coeff(nudiffs,epsilon, 1)
> )));
nudl := 2 ,/9 + 12 4_ Jsin(1 )2 + 12 sin(1 )2 cos(v)- 6- 3 ,j_- Jsin( 1 )2
EFSILON ScQUARE:






nud2 :=- -21 4_-/sin(l) 2 °/f_ol + 90 cos(v)- 21 °4_ - 18 sin(l) 2
- 12 cos(v) 2 _ sin(1 )2 _ 12 cos(v) 2 °/f_ol f3- jsin(1 )2 _ 9 cos(v) 2
+ 294 cos(v) sin(1 ) 2 + 162 cos(v) 4_- jsin(1) 2 + 60 cos(v) f3- sin(l) 2 3/21/o_o 1





nud3 := _ sin( 1 _ + 163512 cos(v) sin( 1 )2
3/2 5/2
- 9360 cos(v)2 °/_,l 4_ - sin(l) 2 - 1152 cos(v)2 °/_ol 4_ - sin(l) 2 -2016 O_ol
+ 9936 cos(v)- 3996 cos(v) 2 _ _ Jsin( 1 )2 + 35856 cos(v)4_- _sin(1 )2
- 1296 cos(v) 2 _ - 5712 _ Jsin(1) 2 o_ _ 14904 cos(v) 2 _ sin(l) 2
3/2 5/2
+ 134328 cos(v) J3- sin(l) 2 +48096 cos(v) 4_- sin(1)2I
3/2
-8928cos(v)2 *_d sin(l)4- 12024_-3 sin(l) 2 */_ol
5/2
- 1440 *//%-i-/-3-fsin(1) 2 + 189072 cos(v) sin(l) 4 + 15552 cos(v) sin(l) 6
-11232_ sin(l) 4/%13/2
%1 :=9+ 12 ,/-3- Jsin(1) 2 + 12 sin(l) 2




....rnE rmRo TERM _E'rS lViUt;Vi UI_t_ER I'HAt_ THE SE_Ot_O:
> pl0t({nud2,nud3},nu=0..2*Pi);
Ell















0 1 :2 -3nu 4 5 6







BUT ErSILON I'UTS Tm_GS l_ rEKSPEC'HVE: W_ N_t_90I_L¥ KEv¥ r_R.V_
TO ORDER EPSILON SQUARE.
> plot({nudl ,sigma*nud2},nu=0..2*Pi);















1 2 3nu 4 5 6
WE WILL CONHNUE SI_U'LIt'¥ING TttE TER_S OF INSTANT ANGULAR SPEED
> nudiffl :=coeff(nudiff, epsilon,1);
nud_ff/:=
2 cos(a-) 2 + 12 u cos(a-) 2 + 3 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + u 2 cos(v) - 6 cos(a~) - 3 cos(a~) u
> nuditr2:=coeff(n udift, epsilon,2);
nudiff2 :=-13 u _ + 99 cos(5-) 3 cos(v)- 24 cos(a~) 2 _ + 3
-24 cos(a~) 2 u o_ _6cos(a~)2 u2 o_ _cos(v)2 _ u2
- 12 cos(v) 2 _ u cos(a~) 2 - 3 cos(v) 2 o_ cos(a_)2 u2
- 9 cos(v) 2 o_ cos(a~)2 + 2 cos(a-) cos(v) u2 - 18cos(a-) cos(v) u
+ 4 cos(k-) cos(v) u3 + 96 cos(a~) 3 cos(v) u 2 + 16 cos(a-) 3 cos(v) u 3
+ 180 cos(a-) 3 cos(v) u- 9 cos(a-) cos(v)I/Fol
%1 := 9 cos(a-) 2 + 12 u cos(&-,) 2 + 3 cos(a~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> nudiff2:=collect(simplify(nudift2,radical,assume=positive),cos(nu));
nudiff2 :=
-9 cos(a~) 2 .f_/ol - u 2 _ - 12 cos(a-) 2 u o,_ _ 3 cos(a-) 2 u 2 _ cos(v) 2
_!
,/%1
99 cos(a~) 3 + 2 cos(a~) u 2 - 18 cos(k~) u + 4 cos(a~) u 3 + 96 cos(a-) 3 u 2
+ 16 u 3 cos(a-) 3 + 180 cos(5~) 3 u - 9 cos(a-) cos(v)/O_ol




%1 := 9 cos(5-) 2 + 12 u cos(6~) 2 + 3 cos(5~) 2 u 2 + u 2
> cO:=simplify(coeff(nudiff2,cos(nu),O), raclical,assume=positive);





> cl :=collect(coeff(nudifr2,cos(nu), 1),cos(delta));
99 + 96 u 2 + 16 u 3 + 180 u ¢os(5_) 3C] :=-
J9 cos(5~) 2 + 12 u cos(8~) 2 + 3 cos(5~) 2 u 2 + u 2
2 u 2 - 18 u + 4 u 3 - 9t cos(&.)
j9 cos(8_) 2 + 12 u cos(8_) 2 + 3 cos(8_) 2 u 2 + u 2
> factor(16"u^3+99+ 180"u+96"u^2);
> factor(-9+4*u^3-18*u+2*u^2);
99+96 u 2 + 16 u 3 + 180 u
(2u+l) 2 u2-91
> c2:=simplity(coeff(nudiff2,cos(nu),2),assume=positive);











v:=[o)OrO_vlx 0 coOrO(l +vlz_)]
> withllinalg):
> h:=crossprod(r,v);
h: = 0 rO2e2rlzo3Ovlx-rO2(l+rlxe)o30(l+vlze) 0
> h[2]:=collectisimplify(tt[2]),epsilon);
h 2 := rO2 rlz o30 vlx - rO2 o30 rlx vlz 2 + .rO 2 o30 vlz - rO 2 coO rlx Is - rO 2 coO
• hZ:=taylorlsimplifYlevallh[2]'n[2l)),epsilon);
h2 := rO4 o)0 2 + rO 4 o_0 2 (2 vlz + 2 rlx) _ +
rO 4 o_0 2 -2 rlz vlx + 2 rlx vlz + (vlz + rlx) 2 2 +
2 rO 4 co0 2 (vlz + rlx) (-rlz vlx + rlx vlz) 3 + rO4 coO2 (-rlz vlx + rlx vlz) 2 e 4
> resc:=_jmp__ty(tay__r_sqrt(__tpr___r_r___rth___na___)_eps|__n_4)_sqrt_ass_me=p_sit|ve_;
1 s2 1 _3
resc := rO + rO rlx e + _ rO rlz 2 - _ rO rlx rlz 2 + C_e 4
• omegaO:=sqrt(mulrOIrOIrO);
¢o0 :=I IxrO 3
• EN:=s|mplify(taylor(dotprod(v,v,'orthogonal')/Z-mu/resc,epsilon,4),sqrt);
1 _t !_ (vlz+rlx) 1 _t vlz 2 +vlx 2 +rlz 2-2 rlx 2 2 +EN:- + _ +-
2 rO rO 2 rO
1 _trlx-3rlz 2+2rlx 2 3+(_ 4
2 rO
> as:=s,mpl|tYltaylorl-mulENI2,epsilon,4));
as := rO + 2 ( vlz + rlx ) rO _ + 5 vlz 2 + vlx 2 + rlz 2 + 2 rlx 2 + 8 rlx vlz rOE 2 + rlx rlz 2
+ 2 rlx 3 + 12 vlz 3 + 4 vlz vlx 2 + 4 vlz rlz 2 + 16 vlz rlx 2 + 28 rlx vlz 2 + 4 rlx vlx 2
rO 3 + 0 e 4
> evs:=evalml-r/resc-crossprodlh,v)lmu);









1 s2 1 c3 +de4]
rO + rO rlx s + -_ rO rlz 2 - _ rO rlx rlz 2
rlz _03 vlx - rO2 rlx vlz e 2 + -rO 2 [ _--_---vlz - rO 2]r03 rlx e
- rO 2 _r_ I_O 3p"rOe vlx/p.
> es:=slmpl|lYltaylorlsqrtldotpro(llevs,evs,'orthogonal')l,eps|lon,4),sqrt);
es := j4 vlz 2 + 4 rlx vlz + rlx 2 + rlz 2 + 2 rlz vlx + vlx 2 s + _ 4 vlz 3 + 10 rlx vlz 2
+ 2 vlz rlz 2 - 2 vlz rlz vlx + 4 vlz rlx 2 - 2 vlx rlx rlz - rlx rlz 2 + 2 vlz vlx 2
+ 2 rlx vlx 2/J4 vlz 2 + 4 rlx vlz + rlx 2 + rlz 2 + 2 rlz vlx + vlx 2 2 + C_c3
AINO'|'I'IER WAY rrqol {...;U[_J[J[JTI_ ExcENredcrrY-
> es2:=simplify(l+2*h2*EN/mulmu);
2 Ies2 := IrO Ix + 2 rO p. (vlz + fix) e + rO p. -2 rlz vlx + 4 rlx vlz + vlz 2 + rlx 2 2 +
e4 _ 21 r--Ola+2 rO _t (vlz + rlx) (-rlz vlx + rlx vlz) e 3 + rOg (-rlz vlx + rlx vlz 2)
_t (vlz + rlx) c +-I _t vlz 2 + vlx 2 + rIz 2 - 2 rlx 2} e2 +
rO 2 rO
_s 4 + _t2/_ t2
> esz:=s|mplillyitaylor(esz,epmmn));
es2 := 4 vlz 2 + 4 rlx vlz + rlx 2 + rlz 2 + 2 rlz vlx + vlx 2 c 2 + 4 vlz 3 + 10 rlx vlz 2
+ 2 vlz rlz 2 - 2 vlz rlz vlx + 4 vlz rlx 2 - 2 vlx rlx rlz - rlx rlz 2 + 2 vlz vlx 2
+ 2 rlx vlx 2 e 3 + d c4
















K:= .1757161993 10 -8
• p:=K_a^2_exp((6_78.16_a)_h)_(1_2_we_sqrt(a_a_a/mU)_c_si)_(Besse__(__a_e_h)+2_e_Besse__(1_a_e_h
• ));
( 111.7309687 - .01673080141 a) 0- 6 a/-a_10 -8 a 2 tp := .1757161993 e 1 - .1258096100 1 ,_ 1












( 111.6807763 - .01673080141 a)
pe :- .1757161993 10 -8 a 2 e
1.- .1258096100 10 -6 Ja31 (BesselI(0, .00005576933803 a ee)
¢.......-;
+ .006666666666 ee BesselI( 1, .00005576933803 a ee))
> pae:=evalt(pe) $ ee=O..5:
> plot({pde},a=6678..7000,title='Decay Variation with Excentricity: e=0-0.02");
Decay Variation with Excentridty:. e=0.0.02
0.04'
O' 6700 6750 6800 6850 6900 6950
a
7OOO
DECAY DECREASES wrI'H GROWING a AND WITH'DIMINISHING e
> pa:=s u bs(a=6378+50*i,p):
> pda:=pa $ i=6..10:
> plot({pda},e=0..0.02,title='Decay variation with excentricity, a=300-500 Kin');
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K := .1757161993 10 -8
> pl:=a^2*(1-2*we*sqrt(a*a*a/mu)*cosi);
pl := a2 (1-.1258096100 10-6 J_
> p2:=(Bessell(O,u)+2*e*Bessell(1,u));
p2 := BesselI(0, u ) + 2 e BesselI( 1, u )
• pe:=exp((S678.16-a)/h);
i ( 111.7309687 - .01673080141 a )
pe :=e
• u:---evalf(simplify(a*e/h));
u := .01673080141 a e
> p:=K*pl*p2*pe;
p := .1757161993 10 -8 a 2 (1 - .1258096100 10 -6 J-_
(BesseII(0, .01673080141 a e) + 2 e BesseII( 1, .01673080141 a e))




















BesselI( 0,.00004584293125 (6675.16 + 18.29015201 as) es)





Appendix I: Reference Tables for Ref 53
Date: i September 1995
From: Enrico Lorenzini,
_eference profiles (last
5EDSAT control law REF53_ISep95.
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
three columns of this file) for
Tnitial conditions and satellite mass:
_0 - 2.5 m/s, Theta0 - 21 deg (up and fore), Satellite Mass - 36.3 kg
_eference profiles file:
Time (s) Length (m) Speed (m/s) Turns TurnRate (l/s) BrakeTurns
0.00 0.500 2.500 3. 3.582 0.000
8.00 20.295 2.492 32. 3.572 0.000
16.00 40.070 2.485 60. 3.564 0.000
24.00 59.824 2.478 88. 3.556 0.000
32.00 79.559 2.472 117. 3.548 0.000
40.00 99.275 2.466 145. 3.542 0.000
48.00 118.970 2.461 173. 3.535 0.000
56.00 138.660 2.456 202. 3.530 0.000
64.00 158.320 2.451 230. 3.525 0.000
72.00 177.980 2.447 258. 3.520 0.000
80.00 197.610 2.443 286. 3.517 0.000
88.00 217.240 2.440 315. 3.513 0.000
96.00 236.850 2.437 343. 3.511 0.000
104.00 256.450 2.434 371. 3.508 0.000
112.00 276.040 2.432 399. 3.507 0.000
120.00 295.570 2.430 428. 3.506 0.000
128.00 315.060 2.429 456. 3.506 0.000
136.00 334.520 2.428 484. 3.506 0.000
144.00 353.950 2.427 512. 3.507 0.000
152.00 373.360 2.427 540. 3.508 0.000
160.00 392.750 2.428 568. 3.511 0.000
168.00 412.140 2.428 596. 3.513 0.000
176.00 431.540 2.430 624. 3.517 0.000
184.00 450.940 2.431 652. 3.521 0.000
192.00 470.360 2.434 680. 3.526 0.000
200.00 489.800 2.436 709. 3.531 0.000
208.00 509.270 2.439 737. 3.537 0.000
216.00 528.790 2.443 765. 3.544 0.000
224.00 548.360 2.447 793. 3.551 0.000
232.00 567.990 2.451 822. 3.559 0.000
240.00 587.670 2.455 851. 3.568 0.000
248.00 607.400 2.461 879. 3.577 0.000
256.00 627.170 2.466 908. 3.587 0.000
264.00 646.990 2.472 937. 3.597 0.000
272.00 666.840 2.479 966. 3.608 0.000
280.00 686.730 2.486 995. 3.620 0.000
288.00 706.660 2.493 1024. 3.633 0.000
296.00 726.610 2.501 1053. 3.646 0.000
304.00 746.580 2.509 1082. 3.660 0.000
312.00 766.580 2.518 iiii. 3.674 0.000
320.00 786.590 2.527 1140. 3.689 0.000
328.00 806.680 2.537 1170. 3.705 0.000
336.00 826.930 2.547 1199. 3.722 0.000
344.00 847.320 2.557 1229. 3.739 0.000 _
352.00 867.830 2.568 1259. 3.756 0.000
360.00 888.470 2.578 1289. 3.774 0.000
368.00 909.220 2.590 1320. 3.792 0.000
376.00 930.080 2.601 1350. 3.811 0.000
384.00 951.030 2.613 1381. 3.831 0.000
392.00 972.060 2.626 1412. 3.851 0.000
400.00 993.170 2.639 1443. 3.872 0.000
408.00 1014.300 2.652 1474. 3.893 0.000
I-I
416.00
424.00
432.00
440.00
448.00
456.00
464.00
472.00
480.00
488.00
496.00
504.00
512.00
520.00
528.00
536.00
544.00
552.00
560.00
568.00
576.00
584.00
592.00
600.00
608.00
616.00
624.00
632.00
640.00
648.00
656.00
664.00
672.00
680.00
688.00
696.00
704.00
712.00
720.00
728.00
736.00
744.00
752.00
760.00
768.00
776.00
784.00
792.00
800.00
808.00
816.00
824.00
832.00
840.OO
848.00
856.00
864.00
872.00
880.00
888.00
896.00
904.00
912.00
920.00
928.00
936.00
1035.600
1056.900
1078.200
1099.700
1121.400
1143.300
1165.300
1187.400
1209.700
1232.100
1254.700
1277.400
1300.200
1323.000
1346.000
1369.100
1392.400
1415.800
1439.400
1463.200
1487.100
1511.200
1535.500
1559.900
1584.500
1609.200
1634.100
1659.100
1684.200
1709.500
1735.000
1760.600
1786.400
1812.400
1838.600
1865.000
1891.500
1918,200
1945,000
1972,000
1999,200
2026,500
2054,000
2081,700
2109,500
2137,500
2165,700
2194.000
2222.600
2251.300
2280.100
2309.100
2338.400
2367.700
2397.300
2427.000
2456.900
2486.900
2517.100
2547.500
2578.000
2608.600
2639.500
2670.500
2701.600
2733.000
2.666
2.680
2. 694
2.709
2.724
2.739
2.755
2.770
2.786
2.803
2.819
2.836
2.853
2.871
2.888
2.907
2.925
2.944
2.962
2.981
3.000
3.019
3.038
3.057
3.077
3.096
3.116
3.137
3.157
3.178
3.198
3.219
3.240
3.261
3.282
3.302
3.323
3.344
3.365
3.386
3.407
3.428
3.449
3.470
3.491
3.512
3.533
3.554
3.575
3.596
3.618
3.639
3.660
3.681
3.702
3.723
3.744
3.764
3.785
3.806
3.826
3.846
3.866
3.886
3.906
3.926
1505.
1536.
1568.
1599.
1631.
1663.
1696.
1728.
1761.
1794.
1828.
1861.
1895.
1929.
1963.
1997.
2031.
2066.
2101.
2136.
2172.
2208.
2244.
2280.
2317.
2354.
2391.
2428.
2465.
2503.
2541.
2580.
2618.
2657.
2696.
2736.
2776.
2816.
2856.
2897.
2938.
2979.
3020.
3062.
3104.
3146.
3189.
3232.
3275.
3318.
3362.
3406.
3451.
3495.
3540.
3585.
3631.
3677.
3723.
3769.
3816.
3862.
3910.
3957.
4005.
4053.
3. 916
3. 939
3.962
3.986
4.010
4.035
4.060
4.085
4.111
4.137
4.164
4.191
4.219
4.247
4.276
4.306
4.336
4.366
4.396
4.426
4. 457
4.488
4.519
4.550
4.582
4.614
4.647
4.680
4. 714
4.748
4.782
4.816
4.850
4.885
4.919
4.954
4.988
5.023
5.058
5.093
5.128
5.163
5.199
5.234
5. 270
5.306
5.341
5.377
5.414
5.450
5.486
5.522
5.558
5.595
5.631
5.667
5.704
5.740
5.776
5.812
5.848
5.883
5.919
5.955
5.991
6.026
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
944.00
952.00
960.00
968.00
976.00
984.00
992.00
i000.00
1008.00
1016.00
1024.00
1032.00
1040.00
1048.00
1056.00
1064.00
1072.00
1080.00
1088.00
1096.00
1104.00
1112.00
1120.00
1128.00
1136.00
1144.00
1152.00
1160.00
1168.00
1176.00
1184.00
1192.00
1200.00
1208.00
1216.00
1224.00
1232.00
1240.00
1248.00
1256.00
1264.00
1272.00
1280.00
1288.00
1296.00
1304.00
1312.00
1320.00
1328.00
1336.00
1344.00
1352.00
1360.00
1368.00
1376.00
1384.00
1392.00
1400.00
1408.00
1416.00
1424.00
1432.00
1440.00
1448. O0
1456.00
1464.00
2764.500
2796.100
2828.000
2860.000
2892.100
2924.400
2956.800
2989.400
3022.100
3054.900
3087.900
3121.100
3154.400
3187.900
3221.500
3255.300
3289.300
3323.300
3357.500
3391.800
3426.200
3460.800
3495.500
3530.300
3565.200
3600.300
3635.500
3670.900
3706.400
3742.100
3777.900
3813.700
3849.700
3885.800
3921.900
3958.200
3994.600
4031.i00
4067.700
4104.400
4141.300
4178.300
4215.400
4252.700
4290.000
4327.400
4364.800
4402.300
4440.000
4477.700
4515.500
4553.400
4591.400
4629.500
4667.700
4706.100
4744.500
4783.000
4821.600
4860.200
4898.900
4937.600
4976.400
5015.300
5054.300
5093.300
3.946
3.966
3.986
4.005
4.025
4.044
4.063
4.082
4.101
4.119
4.138
4.156
4.174
4.192
4.210
4.228
4. 246
4.263
4.280
4.297
4.314
4.331
4.347
4.364
4.380
4.396
4.412
4.427
4.443
4.458
4.473
4.488
4.503
4.517
4.532
4.546
4.560
4.574
4.587
4.601
4. 614
4.627
4.640
4.653
4.665
4.677
4.690
4.702
4.714
4.725
4.737
4.748
4.759
4.770
4.781
4.791
4.802
4.812
4.822
4.832
4.842
4.851
4.861
4.870
4.879
4.888
4101.
4150.
4199.
4248.
4298.
4348.
4398.
4448.
4498.
4549.
4600.
4652.
4704.
4756.
4808.
4860.
4913.
4966.
5020.
5073.
5127.
5181.
5236.
5290.
5345.
5400.
5456.
5511.
5567.
5624.
5680.
5737.
5794.
5851.
5908.
5966.
6024.
6082.
6140.
6198.
6257.
6316.
6376.
6436.
6495.
6555.
6615.
6676.
6736.
6797.
6858.
6919.
6981.
7043.
7104.
7167.
7229.
7292.
7355.
7418.
7481.
7544.
7608.
7671.
7735.
7799.
6.062
6.098
6.133
6.169
6.205
6.240
6.275
6.309
6.344
6.378
6.413
6.447
6.481
6.515
6.549
6.583
6.617
6.650
6.683
6.717
6.750
6.782
6.815
6.847
6.879
6.911
6.943
6.974
7.006
7.037
7.068
7.099
7.130
7.160
7.191
7.221
7.251
7.280
7.310
7.339
7.368
7.397
7.426
7.454
7.482
7.510
7.538
7.566
7.594
7.621
7.648
7.675
7.702
7.728
7.754
7.781
7.806
7.832
7.858
7.883
7.909
7.934
7.959
7.984
8.008
8.033
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1472.00
1480.00
1488.00
1496.00
1504.00
1512.00
1520.00
1528.00
1536.00
1544.00
1552.00
1560.00
1568.00
1576.00
1584.00
1592.00
1600.00
1608.00
1616.00
1624.00
1632.00
1640.00
1648.00
1656.00
1664.00
1672.00
1680.00
1688.00
1696.00
1704.00
1712.00
1720.00
1728.00
1736.00
1744.00
1752.00
1760.00
1768.00
1776. O0
1784. O0
1792. O0
1800.00
1808.00
1816.00
1824.00
1832.00
1840.00
1848.00
1856.00
1864.00
1872.00
1880.00
1888.00
1896.00
1904.00
1912.00
1920.00
1928.00
1936.00
1944.00
1952.00
1960.00
1968.00
1976.00
1984.00
1992.00
5132.400
5171.700
5211.000
5250.400
5289.800
5329.300
5368.900
5408.500
5448.100
5487.800
5527.600
5567.400
5607.300
5647.200
5687.300
5727.400
5767.500
5807.700
5848.0OO
5888.300
5928.600
5969.000
6009.400
6049.900
6090.400
6131.000
6171.600
6212.200
6253.000
6293.700
6334.600
6375.400
6416.400
6457.300
6498.300
6539.300
6580.300
6621.400
6662.600
6703.700
6745.000
6786.200
6827.500
6868.900
6910.300
6951.700
6993.100
7034.700
7076.200
7117.800
7159.400
7201.000
7242.700
7284.500
7326.200
7368.000
7409.900
7451.700
7493.700
7535.600
7577.700
7619.700
7661.800
7703.900
7746.100
7788.300
4.897
4.906
4.914
4.922
4.931
4. 939
4. 947
4.955
4.962
4.970
4.977
4.985
4.992
4.999
5.006
5.013
5.019
5.026
5.032
5.039
5.045
5.051
5.057
5.064
5.O7O
5.076
5.082
5.087
5.093
5.098
5.103
5.109
5.114
5.119
5.124
5.130
5. 135
5. 140
5. 145
5.150
5.155
5.160
5.165
5.170
5.175
5.180
5.185
5.190
5.195
5.200
5.204
5.209
5.214
5.219
5.224
5.229
5.234
5. 239
5. 244
5. 249
5.254
5.259
5.264
5.269
5.274
5.280
7864.
7928.
7993.
8058.
8123.
8189.
8254.
8320.
8386.
8452.
8518.
8584.
8651.
8717.
8785.
8852.
8919.
8987.
9054.
9122.
9190.
9258.
9327.
9395.
9464.
9533.
9602.
9671.
9741.
9810.
9880.
9950.
10020.
10090.
10161.
10231.
10302.
10373.
10444.
10515.
10587.
10658.
10730.
10802.
10874.
10947.
11019.
11092.
11165.
11238.
11311.
11384.
11458.
11531.
11605.
11679.
11754.
11828.
11903.
11977.
12052.
12128.
12203.
12278.
12354.
12430.
8.057
8.081
8.105
8.129
8.152
8.176
8.199
8.222
8.246
8.269
8.292
8.315
8.337
8.360
8.382
8.404
8.426
8.448
8.470
8.492
8.514
8.536
8.557
8.579
8.601
8.623
8.644
8.666
8.687
8.708
8.729
8.750
8.771
8.792
8.814
8.835
8.856
8.877
8.899
8.920
8.942
8.963
8.985
9.006
9.028
9.050
9.071
9.093
9.115
9.137
9.159
9.181
9.203
9.225
9.248
9.270
9.293
9.316
9.339
9.363
9.386
9.410
9.434
9.458
9.482
9.506
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2000.00
2008.00
2016.00
2024.00
2032.00
2040.00
2048.00
2056.00
2064.00
2072.00
2080.00
2088.00
2096.00
2104.00
2112.00
2120.00
2128.00
2136.00
2144.00
2152.00
2160.00
2168.00
2176.00
2184.00
2192.00
2200.00
2208.00
2216.00
2224.00
2232.00
2240.00
2248.00
2256.00
2264.00
2272.00
2280.00
2288.00
2296.00
2304.00
2312.00
2320.00
2328.00
2336.00
2344.00
2352.00
2360.00
2368.00
2376.00
2384.00
2392.00
2400.00
2408.00
2416. O0
2424.00
2432. O0
2440. O0
2448.00
2456. O0
2464. O0
2472. O0
2480. O0
2488.00
2496. O0
2504.00
2512.00
2520.00
7830.600
7872.900
7915.200
7957.600
8000.000
8042.500
8O85.OO0
8127.600
8170.200
8212.900
8255.600
8298.400
8341.200
8384.100
8427.000
8469.900
8512.900
8556.000
8599.100
8642.200
8685.500
8728.800
8772.200
8815.600
8859.100
8902.700
8946.300
8990.000
9033.800
9077.500
9121.400
9165.200
9209.200
9253.300
9297.500
9341.800
9386.100
9430.600
9475.100
9519.700
9564.300
9609.100
9653.800
9698.700
9743.600
9788.600
9833.800
9879.000
9924.400
9969.900
10016.000
i0061.000
10107.000
10153.000
10199.000
10245.000
10291.000
10337.000
10384.000
10430.000
10477.000
10524.000
10571.000
10618.000
10665.000
10712.000
5.285
5.290
5.296
5.301
5.306
5.312
5.318
5.324
5.330
5.336
5.342
5.348
5.355
5.361
5.368
5.374
5.381
5.388
5.394
5.402
5.409
5.416
5.424
5.431
5.439
5.447
5.455
5.464
5.472
5.481
5.489
5.498
5.507
5.516
5.525
5.535
5.545
5.555
5.565
5.575
5.585
5.596
5.607
5.618
5.629
5.640
5.652
5.664
5.676
5.688
5.701
5.714
5.727
5.740
5.753
5.767
5.781
5.795
5.809
5.824
5.838
5.853
5.869
5.884
5.900
5.916
12506.
12583.
12659.
12736.
12813.
12890.
12967.
13045.
13123.
13201.
13279.
13358.
13436.
13515.
13594.
13673.
13753.
13833.
13913.
13993.
14074.
14154.
14235.
14317.
14398.
14480.
14562.
14645.
14727.
14810.
14893.
14976.
15060.
15144.
15228.
15313.
15398.
15484.
15569.
15655.
15741.
15828.
15915.
16002.
16089.
16177.
16265.
16354.
16443.
16532.
16623.
16712.
16803.
16894.
16985.
17077.
17168.
17260.
17354.
17447.
17541.
17636.
17731.
17826.
17921.
18017.
9.531
9.556
9.581
9.606
9.631
9.656
9.682
9.709
9.736
9.763
9.790
9.818
9.846
9.874
9.903
9.932
9.961
9.990
10.020
10.050
10.081
10.112
10.144
10.176
10.209
10.242
10.275
10.309
10.343
10.378
10.413
10.449
10.485
10.521
10.559
10.597
10.635
10.675
10.714
10.755
10.795
10.837
10.879
10.921
10.964
11.008
11.052
11.098
11.144
11.190
11.238
11.286
11.335
11.385
11.435
11.486
11.538
11.590
11.644
11.698
11.753
11.809
11.867
11.924
11.983
12.042
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2528.OO
2536.00
2544.00
2552.00
2560.00
2568.00
2576.00
2584.00
2592.00
2600.00
2608.00
2616.00
2624.00
2632.00
2640.00
2648.00
2656.00
2664.00
2672.00
2680.00
2688.00
2696.00
2704.00
2712.00
2720.00
2728.00
2736.00
2744.00
2752.00
2760.00
2768.00
2776.00
2784.00
2792.00
2800.00
28O8.0O
2816.00
2824.00
2832.00
2840.00
2848.00
2856.00
2864.00
2872.00
2880.00
2888.OO
2896.00
2904.00
2912.00
2920.00
2928.00
2936.00
2944.00
2952.00
2960.00
2968.00
2976.00
2984.00
2992.00
3O0O.OO
3008.00
3016.00
3024.00
3032.00
3040.00
3048.00
10760.000
10807.000
10855.000
10902.000
10950.000
10998.000
11046.000
11095.000
11143.000
11192.000
11241.000
11290.000
11339.000
11388.000
11438.000
11487.000
11537.000
11587.000
11637.000
11687.000
11737.000
11788.000
11839.000
11890.000
11941.000
11992.000
12044.000
12096.000
12148.000
12200.000
12252.000
12304.000
12357.000
12410.000
12463.000
12516.000
12570.000
12623.000
12677.000
12731.000
12786.000
12840.000
12895.000
12950.000
13005.000
13061.000
13116.000
13172.000
13228 000
13285,000
13341000
13398000
13455000
13513000
13571,000
13628,000
13686,000
13745 000
13803.000
13862.000
13921.000
13980.000
14040.000
14099.000
14159.000
14220.000
5. 932
5. 949
5.966
5.983
6.000
6.018
6.035
6.054
6.072
6.091
6.109
6.129
6.148
6.168
6.188
6.208
6.229
6.249
6.271
6.292
6.313
6.335
6.358
6.380
6.403
6.426
6.449
6.473
6.497
6. 521
6.545
6.570
6.595
6. 621
6.646
6.672
6.698
6.725
6.751
6.778
6.805
6.833
6.861
6.889
6.917
6.946
6.975
7.004
7.034
7.063
7.093
7.123
7.154
7.185
7.215
7.247
7.278
7.310
7.343
7.375
7.407
7.440
7.473
7.506
7.539
7.573
18115.
18211.
18309.
18405.
18504.
18603.
18702.
18804.
18903.
19005.
19108.
19210.
19313.
19416.
19521.
19625.
19730.
19837.
19943.
20050.
20157.
20266.
20376.
20486.
20596.
20707.
20820.
20933.
21047.
21161.
21276.
21390.
21508.
21625.
21743.
21862.
21983.
22102.
22223.
22345.
22470.
22593.
22719.
22845.
22971.
23100.
23227.
23357.
23488.
23621.
23752.
23887.
24021.
24159.
24297.
24433.
24572.
24715.
24855.
24998.
25142.
25286.
25434.
25579.
25728.
25880.
12.103
12.165
12.227
12.290
12.354
12.419
12.485
12.553
12.621
12.690
12.761
12.833
12.905
12.979
13.054
13.130
13.207
13.286
13.365
13.446
13.527
13.611
13.696
13.782
13.869
13.957
14.047
14.139
14.232
14.326
14.421
14.518
14.616
14.717
14.818
14.921
15.026
15.132
15.239
15.349
15.461
15.573
15.688
15.805
15.923
16.044
16.165
16.289
16.415
16.543
16.672
16.804
16.937
17.074
17.212
17.352
17.494
17.640
17.787
17.937
18.088
18.242
18.398
18.556
18.717
18.882
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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0.000
0.000
0.000
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0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
3056.00
3064.00
3072.00
3080.00
3088.00
3096.00
3104.00
3112.00
3120.00
3128.00
3136.00
3144.00
3152.00
3160.00
3168.00
3176.00
3184.00
3192.00
3200.00
3208.00
3216.00
3224.00
3232.00
3240.00
3248.00
3256.00
3264.00
3272.00
3280.00
3288.00
3296.00
3304.00
3312.00
3320.00
3328.00
3336.00
3344.00
3352.00
3360.00
3368.00
3376.00
3384.00
3392.00
3400.00
3408.00
3416.00
3424.00
3432.00
3440.00
3448.00
3456.00
3464.00
3472.00
3480.00
3488.00
3496.00
3504.00
3512.00
3520.00
3528.00
3536.00
3544.00
3552.00
3560.00
3568.00
3576.00
14281.000
14342.000
14403.000
14465.000
14527.000
14590.000
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14715.000
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14905.000
14969.000
15033.000
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15161.000
15226.000
15291.000
15357.000
15423.000
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15622.000
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15823.000
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16025.000
16093.000
16160.000
16228.000
16295.000
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16429.000
16496.000
16563.000
16629.000
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16760.000
16825.000
16889.000
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17016.000
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17202.000
17262.000
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7.780
7.816
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7.924
7.960
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8. 069
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8.142
8.178
8.214
8.250
8.285
8.318
8.347
8.373
8.395
8.413
8.426
8.436
8.440
8.440
8.435
8.425
8.409
8.388
8.362
8.329
8.291
8.247
8.197
8.141
8.078
8.010
7.936
7.857
7.771
7.680
7.584
7.483
7.377
7.266
7.152
7.033
6.911
6.786
6.659
6.529
6.397
6.264
6.129
5.994
5.859
5.724
5.589
5.456
5.323
5.192
5.063
26032.
26185.
26339.
26496.
26654.
26815.
26974.
27136.
27300.
27466.
27631.
27800.
27969.
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28485.
28661.
28840.
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29570.
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30715.
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19.933
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20.699
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21.099
21.305
21.512
21.723
21.938
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22.378
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22.830
23.053
23. 272
23. 484
23.689
23.886
24.074
24.256
24.425
24.586
24.733
24.871
24.993
25.101
25.196
25.275
25.339
25.384
25.413
25.422
25.413
25.384
25.337
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25.184
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24.951
24.803
24.636
24.452
24.250
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23.789
23.535
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22.056
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0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.046
0.091
0.136
0.181
0.226
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0.316
0.360
0.404
0.448
0.492
0.535
0.578
0.622
0.664
0.707
0.750
0.792
0.834
0.876
0.918
0.960
1.001
1.042
1.083
1.124
1.165
1.205
1.245
1.286
1.325
1.365
1.405
1.444
1.483
1.522
1.561
1.599
1.637
1.676
1.713
1.751
1.789
1.826
1.863
1.900
1.937
3584.00
3592.00
3600.00
3608.00
3616.00
3624.00
3632.00
3640.00
3648.00
3656.00
3664.00
3672.00
3680.00
3688.00
3696.00
3704.00
3712.00
3720.00
3728.00
3736.00
3744.00
3752.00
3760.00
3768.00
3776.00
3784.00
3792.00
3800.00
3808.00
3816.00
3824.00
3832.00
3840.00
3848.00
3856,00
3864,00
3872,00
3880,00
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3960,00
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3976.00
3984.00
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4008.00
4016.00
4024.00
4032.00
4040.00
4048.00
4056.00
4064.00
4072.00
4080.00
4088.00
4096.00
4104.00
18261.000
18300.000
18338.000
18375.000
18411.000
18446.000
18481.000
18514.000
18547.000
18578.000
18609.000
18639000
18669,000
18698,000
18726000
18753,000
18780,000
18806.000
18831.000
18856.000
18880.000
18904.000
18928.000
18950.000
18973.000
18995.000
19016.000
19037.000
19058.000
19078.000
19098.000
19118.000
19137.000
19156.000
19174.000
19193.000
19210.000
19228.000
19246.000
19263.000
19280.000
19296.000
19313.000
19329.000
19345.000
19360.000
19376.000
19391.000
19406.000
19421.000
19436.000
19450.000
19465.000
19479.000
19493.000
19506.000
19520.000
19533.000
19547.000
19560.000
19573.000
19585.000
19598.000
19610.000
19622.000
19635.000
4.936
4.812
4.689
4.570
4.453
4.339
4.228
4.121
4.016
3.915
3.818
3.723
3.632
3.544
3.459
3.377
3.298
3.222
3.149
3.079
3. 011
2.946
2.884
2.824
2.766
2.711
2.658
2.607
2.558
2.511
2.466
2.422
2.380
2.340
2.301
2.264
2.228
2.193
2.159
2.126
2.095
2.064
2034
2005
1977
1950
1923
1 897
1 872
1 847
1.822
1.798
1.775
1.752
1.730
1.707
1.686
1.664
1.643
1.622
1.601
1.581
1.561
1.541
1.521
1.501
38088.
38238.
38385.
38529.
38671.
38809.
38948.
39079.
39212.
39337.
39464.
39586.
39710.
39830.
39946.
40059.
40173.
40283.
40389.
40496.
40599.
40703.
40807.
40903.
41004.
41101.
41194.
41287.
41381.
41471.
41561.
41652.
41738.
41825.
41908.
41996.
42075.
42158.
42243.
42323.
42403.
42479.
42560.
42636.
42713.
42785.
42863.
42936.
43009.
43082.
43156.
43225.
43300.
43369.
43439.
43505.
43575.
43641.
43712.
43779.
43845.
43907.
43974.
44036.
44098.
44166.
18.917
18.562
18.208
17.859
17.514
17.173
16.841
16.513
16.193
15.877
15.572
15.274
14.987
14.707
14.434
14.169
13.914
13.667
13.427
13.196
12.973
12.758
12.553
12.351
12.161
11.976
11.797
11.626
11.463
11.304
11.153
11.008
10.867
10.731
10.600
10.476
10.352
10.235
10.124
10.013
9.908
9.803
9.704
9.606
9.511
9.417
9.328
9.239
9.153
9.069
8.986
8.904
8.825
8.746
8.668
8.589
8.515
8.438
8.365
8.291
8.217
8.142
8.070
7.995
7.921
7.851
1.974
2.010
2.046
2.082
2.118
2.154
2.189
2.224
2.260
2.294
2.329
2.364
2.398
2.432
2.466
2.500
2.533
2.566
2.600
2.633
2.665
2.698
2.730
2.762
2.793
2.825
2.856
2.886
2.917
2.947
2.977
3.007
3.036
3. 066
3.095
3.123
3.152
3.180
3. 208
3. 236
3.264
3.291
3.318
3.346
3.372
3.399
3.426
3.452
3.478
3.504
3.530
3.556
3.581
3.607
3.632
3.657
3.682
3.707
3.732
3.756
3.781
3.805
3.830
3.854
3.878
3.902
4112.00
4120.00
4128.00
4136.00
4144.00
4152.00
4160.00
4168.00
4176.00
4184.00
4192.00
4200.00
4208.00
4216.00
4224.00
4232.00
4240.00
4248.00
4256.00
4264.00
4272.00
4280.00
4288.00
4296.00
4304.00
4312.00
4320.00
4328.00
4336.00
4344.00
4352.00
4360.00
4368.00
4376.00
4384.00
4392.00
4400.00
4408.00
4416.00
4424.00
4432.00
4440.00
4448.00
4456.00
4464.00
4472.00
4480.00
4488.00
4496.00
4504.00
4512.00
4520.00
4528.00
4536.00
4544.00
4552.00
4560.00
4568.00
4576.00
4584.00
4592.00
4600.00
4608.00
4616.00
4624.00
4632.00
19646.000
19658.000
19670.000
19681.000
19693.000
19704.000
19715.000
19726.000
19736.000
19747.000
19757.000
19767.000
19777.000
19787.000
19797.000
19807.000
19816.000
19825.000
19834.000
19843.000
19852.000
19861.000
19869.000
19877.000
19885.000
19893.000
19901.000
19908.000
19915.000
19922.000
19929.000
19935.000
19942.000
19948.000
19953.000
19959.000
19964.000
19969.000
19973.000
19978.000
19982.000
19985.000
19989.000
19991.000
19994.000
19996.000
19997.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
1.481
1.462
1.442
1.423
1.403
1.384
1.365
1.345
1.326
1.306
1.286
1.267
1.247
1.227
1.207
1.186
1.166
1.145
1.123
1.102
1.080
1.058
1.035
1.012
0.988
0.963
0.938
0.911
0.884
0.856
0.826
0.796
0.765
0.734
0.701
0.666
0.631
0.594
0.556
0.516
0.474
0.430
0.383
0.333
0.278
0.218
0.150
0.068
--0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
44224.
44287.
44350.
44409.
44472.
44531.
44590.
44649.
44703.
44763.
44817.
44872.
44926.
44981.
45036.
45092.
45142.
45192.
45242.
45292.
45343.
45394.
45439.
45484.
45530.
45575.
45621.
45661.
45702.
45742.
45782.
45817.
45858.
45893.
45922.
45957.
45987.
46016.
46040.
46069.
46093.
46110.
46134.
46146.
46164.
46176.
46182.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
7.774
7.701
7.628
7.551
7.477
7.401
7.323
7.246
7.165
7.085
7.003
6.918
6.833
6.747
6.659
6.569
6.475
6.380
6.282
6.181
6.079
5.973
5.862
5.748
5.628
5.503
5.373
5.235
5.092
4.942
4.787
4.624
4.456
4.280
4.096
3.905
3.706
3.497
3. 278
3.049
2.806
2. 548
2. 273
i. 976
1.653
1.297
0.891
0.407
-0.044
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.926
3.950
3.974
3.998
4. 021
4. 045
4.069
4.092
4.116
4.139
4.162
4.186
4.209
4.233
4.256
4.279
4.303
4.326
4.349
4.373
4.396
4.420
4.443
4.467
4.491
4.515
4.539
4.564
4.588
4.613
4.637
4.662
4.686
4.711
4.735
4.760
4.784
4.808
4.832
4.856
4.880
4.903
4.927
4.950
4.972
4.995
5.017
5.038
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.O59
5.O59
5.059
4640.00
4648.00
4656.00
4664.00
4672.00
4680.00
4688.00
4696.00
4704. O0
4712.00
4720.00
4728.00
4736.00
4744. O0
4752.00
4760.00
4768.00
4776.00
4784.00
4792.00
4800.00
4808.00
4816.00
4824. O0
4832.00
4840.00
4848.00
4856.00
4864.00
4872. O0
4880.00
4888.00
4896.00
4904.00
4912.00
4920.00
4928.00
4936.00
4944.00
4952.00
4960.00
4968.00
4976.00
4984.00
4992.00
5000.00
5008.00
5016.00
5024. O0
5032.00
5040.00
5048.00
5056.00
5064.00
5072.00
5080.00
5088.00
5096.00
5104. O0
5112.00
5120.00
5128.00
5136.00
5144. O0
5152.00
5160.00
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
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46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
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46188.
46188.
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46188.
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46188.
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46188.
46188.
46188.
46188.
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46188.
46188.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.O59
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.O59
5.059
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5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
5.059
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5.O59
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5.059
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5.059
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5168.00
5176.00
5184.00
5192.00
5200.00
5208.00
5216.00
5224.00
5232.00
5240.00
5248.00
5256.00
5264.00
5272.00
5280.00
5288.00
5296.00
5304.00
5312.00
5320.00
5328.00
5336.00
5344.00
5352.00
5360.00
5368.00
5376.00
5384.00
5392.00
5400.00
5408.00
5416.00
5424.00
5432.00
5440. O0
5448. O0
5456. O0
5464.00
5472.00
5480. O0
5488.00
5496.00
5504.00
5512.00
5520.00
5528.00
5536.00
5544.00
5552.00
5560.00
5568.00
5576.00
5584.00
5592.00
5600.00
5608.00
5616.00
5624.00
5632.00
5640.00
5648.00
5656.00
5664.00
5672.00
5680.O0
5688.00
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
19998.000
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